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SYNOPSIS

As experience with penicillin in the treatment of venereal syphilis
has grown over the last decade, this drug, used without adjuvants,
has become increasingly widely accepted as being effective, conve-
nient, non-toxic, and relatively inexpensive. Metal chemotherapy
required the use of repeated subcurative doses over a long period of
time and was essentially suppressive in character; penicillin can be
given in the form of repository preparations which ensure a trepo-
nemacidal blood-level of long duration. These can be given in large
single doses or in repeated smaller doses; the therapeutic results will
not vary whichever of these procedures is used.

In the first part of this paper, the authors discuss the effect of
penicillin and the time factor, the choice of penicillin preparation,
the mode of administration, and the reaction to infection with Trepo-
nema pallidum. In the second part, they consider the present status
of penicillin therapy in venereal syphilis, dealing with the principles
of follow-up and control; with the treatment of early, latent, late,
and congenital syphilis; and with the treatment of incubating syphilis
and contacts.

Experience with penicillin has steadily increased since Mahoney et al.,91
more than 10 years ago, published the initial results on the treatment of
early venereal syphilis; since Findlay et al.44 demonstrated the effectiveness
of penicillin therapy in yaws; since Akrawi 2 did the same thing in bejel,
Rein et al.'27 in pinta, and Grin 5 in endemic syphilis of childhood. During
the last few years activities combating the treponematoses have increased
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considerably throughout the world, and confidence in the use of penicillin
alone in their treatment has now been consolidated. Thus under the health
aid programmes organized by governments, the World Health Organization,
and the International Children's Emergency Fund, approximately 16 million
people have been examined for treponemal diseases, and more than four
million of these were treated with penicillin between 1948 and 1953
(fig. O.5
FIG. 1. NUMBER OF PERSONS EXAMINED AND TREATED FOR TREPONEMAL

DISEASES IN MASS CAMPAIGNS, 1950-3 (CUMULATIVE)

Milliins Miliions

0

*0 1

3 Number of persons treated during first survey

* Number of persons examined during first survey

Total number of treatments (including re-treatment)

Total number of examinations (including re-examination)

1. THE BASIS FOR PENICILLIN TREATMENT

The discovery of a new therapeutic agent is usually followed by
systematic investigations in vitro and in vivo aimed at establishing its
pharmacological action, toxicity, and clinical effectiveness, and the most
rational mode of administration in the individual patient. If such inv3stiga-
tions are successful, the possibilities arise of the treatment of series of
patients and sometimes of large population groups (" mass treatment ").
Penicillin provides perhaps one of the best examples of this. Its triple effect
in the treponematoses-curative in manifest disease, abortive in the incuba-
tion period, and prophylactic before exposure to contagion-has made it
one of the important agents which can be used not only in the individual
patient but also to treat population groups on a broad basis.
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For the treatment of the individual patient, and more particularly in
mass treatment programmes, it is essential that the therapy (a) is effective,
(b) is relatively free from important by-effects, (c) permits patients conve-
niently to complete treatment schedules, and (d) is as inexpensive as possible.
In table I three factors have been assessed in appraisal of metal chemo-
therapy and penicillin therapy alone and combined.

Few problems in medicine have been the object of such extensive experi-
mental and clinical investigations as the effectiveness of penicillin in the
treponematoses, particularly syphilis. There are numerous publications
about the treatment results with penicillin alone, penicillin combined with
arsenic and bismuth, or penicillin combined with one or the other. The
value of some of these published investigations is limited (owing to short
observation periods, grouping of different stages of the disease, incomplete
statistical evaluation, etc.), but the many well-planned and well-studied
investigations and the evaluation of the long-term results have been entirely
convincing as experience has accumulated. These investigations present
a contrast to the impression gained from a review of the literature covering
the first 10 years after the introduction of arsenotherapy in regard to the
mode of action and efficacy of the drug, the planning of the investigations
and their scale, and the statistical and other methods of appraisal.

Since penicillin became available on a large scale first in the USA, the
most extensive experience in syphilotherapy has accumulated in that country,
both as to the early use of amorphous and crystalline preparations and,
subsequently, as to repository preparations, particularly procaine penicillin
G with 2% aluminium monostearate (PAM), introduced in 1948.18 Expe-
rience with PAM gained in special studies by the US Public Health Service
in the USA is illustrated in table II.

Subsequent experience confirming these findings has gradually accu-
mulated in many other countries-notably in Australia,1 Austria,56
Brazil,32 5 Chile,'57 Denmark,'20 Egypt,'32 Finland,42 France,52' 66 French
Niger,93 Germany 60 77 India,'24 Italy,82' 102 Mexico,20 Morocco,65
Netherlands,61 Norway,28 Poland,'23 142 Portugal,128 Spain,49'158 Switzer
land,94' 101 Turkey,21 the Union of South Africa,1"5 167 the United King-
dom,71' 96 and Yugoslavia.54

As to the by-effects of penicillin, it has long been recognized that impor-
tant and unimportant by-reactions do occur in a small proportion of cases
(about 3%).7° Systematic investigations have demonstrated that in spite of
the steadily increasing production (during 1952, the USA alone produced
more than 300 tons of penicillin) and the use of penicillin for a great number
of infections or conditions, the relative frequency of the by-effects does not
appear to have increased.'65 A small proportion of the reactions is consi-
dered serious, but it is seldom that the reactions encountered contra-
indicate continued treatment of the treponematoses. The reactions are
usually of an allergic nature resulting from sensitivity of the host to the
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penicillin salt or to other components of the penicillin preparation. Peni-
cillin resistance in the treponemes, after shorter or longer use of the anti-
biotic, has as yet not been demonstrated; and while absolute arsenic resist-
ance was noted in the past, the therapeutic effect of penicillin in repeat
courses is as great as that observed in the initial courses. Death from ana-
phylactic reactions has been described following penicillin treatment of
streptococcal and other infections as have occasional other serious by-
effects. The Herxheimer's reaction is referred to elsewhere in this article.

New penicillin preparations with repository effect have made it possible
to provide adequate treatment with one or a few injections, with the result
that all patients can now complete the prescribed treatment on an ambula-
tory basis. This is particularly important in underdeveloped areas, where
often less than 10% of patients completed the long treatment courses neces-
sary with arsenic and bismuth.

Penicillin treatment is less costly than metal chemotherapy for the patient
as well as for the community, not merely in drug cost alone, but particularly
if the total cost is taken to include consultations, follow-up, and the neces-
sary control activities. The savings in drugs alone by using intensive PAM
treatment in early syphilis (4.8 million units) as compared to four classical
courses of combined metal chemotherapy is estimated at £4 per patient,
calculated at current British prices (see page 599). In appraising the cost,
one might also take into account the outlay resulting from the frequent
toxic by-effects of arsenotherapy, which in the past often resulted in inca-
pacitation for work, invalidism, and sometimes death.

That penicillin treatment of the treponematoses has gradually received
universal acceptance is confirmed by numerous articles in the medical
literature on this subject.116' 143, 147-150 An investigation of treatment
methods for syphilis undertaken by the World Health Organization in 1953
among 277 leading venereologists in university and other clinics the world
over showed that 65% are now using penicillin alone in the treatment of
early syphilis. This investigation has also shown the increasing under-
standing of the importance of the type, composition, and quality of the
penicillin preparation itself in order to achieve good results. (See page 579.)

Effect of Penicillin and the Time Factor

Penicillin has a direct bactericidal effect on many micro-organisms in
vitro. The mode of action in vivo is not fully known, but it is probable that
the antibiotic is adsorbed or absorbed by the micro-organisms so that cellular
respiration is inhibited and the assimilation of glutamine and lysine and the
breakdown of nucleins are blocked.47 7 The mechanism does not seem to
be affected directly by the immunobiological defence processes of the host.
Although Treponema pallidum is one of the most penicillin-sensitive micro-
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organisms known-as little as 0.0025 unit per ml will immobilize 50% of
the treponemes within 16 hours 85-exposure to penicillin is required over a
longer period of time than is the case with other micro-organisms in order
to kill it. The therapeutic effect in syphilis as well as in other treponematoses
is thus dependent upon the time factor: and a rational adaptation of the
total dose in relation to the duration of the treatment is therefore one of the
main factors to take into account in order to achieve the most effective
results.

The penicillin concentration in the blood during the treatment of syphilis
should not be allowed to fall under the treponemacidal level long enough to
give the treponemes time to recuperate and multiply anew. Although their
multiplication time in vivo is approximately 30 hours,86 it would appear
practical to accept a certain safety margin and not to permit the penicillin-
free intervals in the blood to exceed 24 hours as long as the treatment is
maintained. Even taking into account the fact that very low penicillin
concentrations are required to kill T. pallidum, it is desirable to maintain
a somewhat higher concentration than the absolute minimum trepone-
macidal blood-level. These safety margins are justified, particularly since
the following questions have to be considered : (1) Does the penicillinaemia
give a reasonably adequate expression of the penicillin concentration in the
infected tissues ? (2) Are there important variations in the penicillin sensi-
tivity among the different pathogenic treponemes and among strains of
T. pallidum ? (3) Are there important variations in the individual pattern
of absorption and excretion of penicillin in the host ?

Investigations have shown that the penicillin concentration in the tissues
increases in a definite relationship to the concentrations in the serum after
intramuscular injection,36 and that the final concentration in the infected
organs and tissues is not significantly lower than in the blood. It is also
possible that penicillin sensitivity may vary somewhat both among the
different strains of T. pallidum isolated from cases of endemic and venereal
syphilis in different lands and among the different types of treponemes
found in bejel, yaws, etc.145 These several factors are considered to have
been adequately taken into account if a " therapeutic penicillinaemia" of
0.03 unit of penicillin per ml of serum is maintained over a sufficiently long
period of time in the actual treatment of the treponematoses. Although
some investigators contend that four days' exposure to penicillin in early
seronegative syphilis is sufficient, many syphilologists feel that this period
should be five to seven days; and in seropositive early syphilis it should
probably not be less than two weeks. It has not been demonstrated that the
treatment is rendered more effective following penicillinaemia of longer
duration or after higher penicillin concentrations or that there is an advan-
tage in intermittent high concentrations in the serum or the tissues.35

As to the third question, individual variations do occur in the resorption
of penicillin from the intramuscular depot into the blood and tissues as well
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as in the excretion through the kidneys. When patients showing treatment
failure or reinfection were studied it was found that it was necessary in some
individuals to administer doses of aqueous penicillin of four or five times
the magnitude of the original dose in order to obtain satisfactory blood-
levels and to bring about satisfactory clinical and serological response. This
suggests the desirability of an adequate safety margin in planning dosage
schedules. The occurrence of patients with such atypical penicillin meta-
bolism has been estimated to be one in 250.

Choice of Penicillin Preparations

Penicillinaemia of long duration can be obtained by the use of different
penicillin salts and preparations, provided that the dosage is adjusted to the
characteristics of the preparation. Aqueous crystalline penicillin G injected
several times daily during the treatment period will be effective but is
impractical for both the physician and the patient and usually requires
hospitalization. Crystalline penicillin gives high penicillin concentrations
of short duration in serum and tissues and a large part of the penicillin used
is wasted. The introduction of repository penicillin preparations therefore
represented a considerable advance in syphilotherapy. With one or a few
injections, an effective penicillinaemia of long duration without high inter-
mittent penicillin blood-concentrations can be obtained; the antibiotic will
in this way be utilized more rationally from both the therapeutic and the
economic viewpoint. Repository preparations have made it possible to
treat the syphilitic adequately on an ambulant basis, and the treatment can
be given both in the individual case and in large population groups through
mass treatment programmes. We shall not enter into details of the improve-
ments which have taken place in such repository penicillin preparations over
the last several years but refer mainly to PAM, which is now the preparation
of choice in the treatment of syphilis and the other treponematoses. In
addition, there has been the development during the last year of benzyl amine
penicillin salts,a which in aqueous suspension have an even more marked
repository effect with smaller doses than PAM, and whereby both the
procaine and the oil components of the vehicle are eliminated. An evaluation
of the effectiveness in syphilis of one of these benzyl amine penicillin salts,
benzathine penicillin G, as found in its first clinical trials in syphilis, is given
on page 619 by Shafer & Smith.

The use of PAM requires that the preparations have certain minimum
characteristics in regard to repository effect. The resorption from the intra-
muscular depot into the blood and tissues as well as excretion through the

a N.N'-dibenzylethylenediamine dipenicillin G, known as benzathine penicillin G (" Bicillin "Tardo-
cillin ", " Penidural ", " Extencilline ") and N-benzyl-f-phenylethylamine penicillin G (" Benapen "), known
as benethamine penicillin G.
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kidneys must take place with reasonably constant and defined slowness,
although variations will occur in the atypical patient, as has already been
mentioned. Minor variations will also occur in the typical patient in the
excretion through the kidneys, but this is less important than that resorp-
tion should be reasonably constant. This depends to a great extent on the
characteristics of the PAM preparations themselves, and it is important that

FIG. 2. PENICILLINAEMIA RESULTING FROM INJECTION OF VARIOUS
PENICILLIN PREPARATIONS
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Test dose 300,000 units, given intramuscularly
A Crystalline penicillin G, aqueous solution C = PAM (procaine penicillin G with alu-

minium monostearate)
B Procaine penicillin G, aqueous suspension D = DBED (N,N' dibenzylethylenediamine

dipenicillin G)

these be constant so that reliance can be placed on the duration of the
penicillinaemia resulting from a given dose. To determine this penicilli-
naemia various microbiological methods can be used, but, since it is not
practical to use live treponemes for routine assay purposes, other micro-
organisms sensitive to low penicillin concentrations are employed as
indicators (Sarcina lutea). The number of relapses in penicillin treatment
of early syphilis is inversely proportionate to the duration of the effective
penicillinaemia. The effectiveness of a given treatment schedule will there-
fore not be adequately defined unless the characteristics of penicillin pre-
parations are known. This question is of direct practical significance in the
procurement of medical supplies, since inferior PAM preparations have
been found on the international market. This has emphasized the need for
certain international minimum requirements which PAM preparations
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should meet. Such requirements were set up by WHO in 1952. The essential
condition is that a "test dose" of 300,000 units of PAM injected intra-
muscularly into 10 healthy adults doing normal ambulant work shall result
in a penicillinaemia of no less than 0.03 unit per ml of serum for a minimum
of 72 hours in the majority of them.174

FIG. 3. DURATION OF PENICILLINAEMIA FOLLOWING SINGLE INJECTIONS
OF PROCAINE PENICILLIN G IN OIL (PAM) AND BENZATHINE PENICILLIN G

IN AQUEOUS SUSPENSION (DBED)
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1,200,000 units of PAM
1,500,000 units of benzathine penicillin G
2,400,000 units of PAM
3,000,000 units of benzathine penicillin G

The penicillinaemia resulting from the injection of such a " test dose"
of PAM is compared in fig. 2 to the blood concentration and the duration of
the penicillinaemia following injection of similar doses of other penicillin
salts and preparations. Fig. 3 illustrates the long duration of the penicilli-
naemia resulting from the use of larger, curative doses of repository peni-
cillin in early syphilis as compared to the more rapidly absorbed salts of
the antibiotic.

Mode of Administration

The repository effect ofPAM is dependent upon the size of the individual
doses. This will be seen from table III, which illustrates that if the PAM
dose is progressively doubled the penicillin concentration in the serum will
also be approximately doubled. But one does not obtain a corresponding
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progressive doubling of the exposure time of the treponemes to penicillin.
The latter will be relatively shorter as the doses are increased by a sort of
" law of diminishing returns ". If a penicillin effect of long duration is
desired, one sufficiently large single dose or several individual doses at
adjusted time-intervals must be given so that the penicillinaemia does not
fall below 0.03 unit per ml of serum. Different treatment schedules with
PAM can thus be established. In practice, they fall, generally speaking, into
one of three main groups :(a) 300,000 or 600,000 units of PAM daily or
every second day until the total dose has been reached; (b) fewer injections
of 1.2 million or 2.4 millions units of PAM each with correspondingly
longer intervals; or (c) larger doses in single injections.

TABLE 11111. PENICILLIN CONCENTRATION IN SERUM AND DURATION
OF PENICILLINAEMIA ACCORDING TO DOSAGE OF PAM

Single injection of PAM Approximate
Duration of penicillin
effective concentration

penicillinaemia in serum after
ml units (in days) 24 hours

(inunits per ml)

1 300,000 3-4 0.1

2 600,000 5 - 6 0.2

4 1,200,000 6 - 8

8 2,400,000 I 7 -10 1.0

By using the first method, penicillin accumulated at the site of the
injection, in the serum, and in the tissues will not be completely excreted
before the next injection restores the concentration. Daily injections of
600,000 units will after 10 days give a peak accumulation corresponding to
approximately 1 unit per ml of serum. This procedure will give an effective
penicillinaemia for an additional seven to 10 days. By injection of 600,000
units of PAM every second day this accumulation takes place more slowly,
so that the concentration after 10 injections (the twentieth day) has reached
0.5 unit per ml of serum with a subsequent gradual fall to the minimum
therapeutic level over the next six to eight days. In the first case, one obtains
an effective penicillinaemia which lasts a minimum of 20 days. In the second
instance, it will last somewhat longer. A similar effect can be obtained with
an initial dose of 2.4 million units of PAM, followed by three injeetions of
1.2 million units at three to four days' interval-or with 1.2 million units
followed by four injections of the same dose. In the third instance, a single
injection of 4.8 million or 6.0 million units may give adequate blood-
levels for 20 days or more.

The duration of an effective penicillinaemia will be approximately the
same by these different modes of administration and the therapeutic result
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has not been demonstrated to vary much whichever approach is used. The
selection of a treatment schedule is rather dependent upon practical cir-
cumstances for the patient and the physician. Should, for instance, the
patient be living far away or be unlikely to return for future treatment, or
should he have an itinerant profession, or if asocial individuals are con-
cerned, it would be more rational to give large single injections with cor-
respondingly longer intervals. There is also the significance of using an
initial large " insurance " dose of 1.2 million or 2.4 million units of PAM
and the general epidemiological advantages offered by this approach in
contagious forms of syphilis. This single injection, which will maintain an
adequate penicillinaemia for eight to 10 days, will rapidly render the patient
non-infectious and will cure early syphilis in approximately 85% of cases.69
At later consultations, the treatment can be supplemented until the desired
penicillinaemia has been reached. The third procedure would be to admi-
nister 4.8 million or 6.0 million units in one or more depots in a single
session. Particularly in ambulant treatment of commercial travellers,
fishermen, seafarers, and other itinerant professions will the latter two
forms of treatment be practical. Actual treatment results with different
schedules of PAM have been given earlier in tables I and II.

The Reaction to Infection with Treponema pallidum

Reaction to infection with T. pallidum is shown both by various clinical
manifestations and by changes in the serum (and in the spinal fluid). These
changes are measured, by serological and other tests, using the classic
lipoidal antigens, the newer cardiolipin antigens, or the more recently
introduced T. pallidum immobilizing or agglutinating techniques. The
pathogenesis of infection and the study of reaction to infection with
T. pallidum have been subject to intensive research antedating even the
discovery of the causative organism and of immunological techniques.
Notwithstanding great advances which have taken place in the last decades,
there is still incomplete understanding of many aspects of syphilitic infec-
tion. Despite this, however, work based on widely accepted hypotheses
during the past decades has resulted in significant progress in diagnosis
and treatment and in public-health control measures. For instance, tests
for reagin (the possibly complex substance in serum which reacts with
lipoidal and cardiolipin antigen in complement fixation or flocculation
tests) have formed one of the cornerstones of medical control of syphilis,
even though the nature of reagin itself is still under study.

Infection with T. pallidum is followed by a series of events involving
almost all the tissues of the body. The changes in the skin and mucous
membranes as well as in the serum components are of special interest as
indications of the reactions of the host to syphilitic infection.
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Skin and mucous membrane, when intact, present a barrier to infection
with T. pallidum. The importance of this barrier is reflected by the fact that
the risk of infection of a single exposure to infectious syphilis is probably
about 1 in 2.

Once the defensive barriers are penetrated, the treponemes will spread
rapidly to other parts of the body. The earliest evidence of infection is
usually the chancre and associated lymph-node enlargement, but even in
the incubation period treponemes are found in the blood, as has been
demonstrated by observed cases of transfusion-syphilis. Subsequently,
changes occur in the serum of the infected individual, demonstrable by
laboratory tests for reagin and for immobilizing and agglutinating anti-
bodies. Following these changes, symptoms of secondary syphilis manifest
themselves; by this time reagin is demonstrable by the commonly used
serological tests. Even at this stage, however, as much as 15% of patients
may not show immobilizing antibodies, as determined by the Treponema
pallidum immobilization (TPI) test.34 87

Skin and mucous membrane lesions subsequently heal, probably
reflecting the development of a degree of immunity in the host.'52 In the
absence of development of symptomatic syphilis in the central nervous
system, the patient then enters the latent state. From latency and without
treatment, the ultimate outcome may follow one of three possible courses,
as shown in the Boeck-Bruusgaard material,'7 covering 2,181 untreated
early syphilitics followed for from 10 to 40 years

(1) cure with return to seronegativity;
(2) " cure " with maintenance of seropositivity;
(3) development of late lesions, gross or microscopic, with or without

maintenance of seropositivity.
Since the lesions found in the skin and mucous membranes are imme-

diately obvious, it was only to be expected that the earliest investigators
should have been concerned with clinical manifestations and that extensive
clinical studies were carried out before any knowledge had accumulated
of the etiology of the infection or of serological and other laboratory
techniques. The acuity and brilliance of these observations have been
largely forgotten or overlooked on account of the lack of laboratoty data.
The early clinical experimental work suggested that humans could only
once be infected with syphilis.73 Of particular interest is the fact that in
this period experiments showed the gradual development by the skin of
chancre-immunity to reinoculation during the incubation period. Successful
reinoculation after appearance of the chancre was uncommon, but was
reported up to the seventeenth day after the appearance of primary lesions.'39
Interpretation of the work of these many astute clinicians can best be
summarized by Chesney's statement, " it must be admitted that the data
derived from these numerous clinical experiments have not perhaps been
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contradicted by the experimental work carried out since the discovery of
the T. pallidum".22

After the first successful infection of monkeys with syphilis in 1904,100
and particularly following the discovery of T. pallidum in 1905,130 a number
of successful reinfections both in animals and in man were reported. The
discovery of the susceptibility of the rabbit to T. pallidum then opened
up possibilities for extensive and exhaustive study of syphilis in this animal.

In the anthropoid, Finger & Landsteiner 45 found that T. pallidum
could be successfully reinoculated during all stages of the disease. Their
work was contradicted by Neisser 108 and others on the grounds that the
lesions represented bacterial contamination or reaction to trauma. But
study of the techniques of these workers by Pinard 122 suggested that all
precautions had been taken and that the demonstration of Finger &
Landsteiner was correct. By inoculation of chancre material into the skin
of a person with a tertiary lesion of the nasal cartilages, Pinard observed
that a lesion resulted which resembled a gumma. Numerous reports of
such lesions of reinoculation in patients have been made and are sum-
marized by Beerman.'3 Both success and failure of inoculation have been
obtained by various workers in untreated patients. In larger numbers of
inoculated patients, proof of the etiology of the lesion has been made
by demonstrating the presence of T. pallidum either by darkfield examina-
tion or by animal inoculation, and, in later years, by evidence of increase
in the serological titre of the patient showing the lesion. The lesions may
be simple papules resembling those seen in inoculation during the primary
incubation period or immediately after it; or they may imitate the lesions
characteristic of the stage of disease attained by the patient before challenge.

Reinfection and superinfection are both reported, as summarized by
Urbach & Beerman ;152 as the disease becomes older, the ability to produce
lesions of reinfection diminishes. The heterologous strain of T. pallidum
is more likely to produce a lesion or infection than the homologous strain.

It may well be that the conflict between different reports on human
studies in untreated syphilis can be explained by the fact that spontaneous
cure occurs in man, as shown by Bruusgaard 17 and T. Gjestland (personal
communication-1954). Such spontaneous cure may or may not be
attended by a return to seronegativity. Thus if we assume, as will be
discussed later, that immunity following cure is not absolute, it can then
be expected that some patients who have undergone spontaneous cure will
respond with lesions of reinfection. But even making this assumption,
the question of superinfection in man is still not resolved.

Since the introduction of metal chemotherapy, a number of reinfections
in treated patients have been described; since 1941 detailed information
has been published on some 20 cases.5' 53, 58, 119, 141 These patients had
previously been treated for primary, secondary, cardiovascular, central
nervous system, or congenital syphilis. In some cases, the lesions of reinfec-
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tion were darkfield-positive early lesions, while animal inoculation showed
the presence of T. pallidum in the lesions of the others.

Animal experiments to determine attainment of cure following chemo-
therapy were also equivocal and led to numerous differences of opinion
in the interpretation of results. The conflict may perhaps be summarized
by saying that the differences in opinion centred on the question whether
failure to reinfect represented persistence of the original infection-as
taught by Neisser 107 and Kolle 73-or persistence of immunity following
cure of the original infection-as taught by Chesney.22

With the use of penicillin there was an immediate increase in the reporting
of what appeared to be lesions of reinfection. Whether the lesion may be
considered to represent reinfection or relapse depends upon the criteria
which are used. In order better to understand what may happen in man,
it may be well first to consider the knowledge gained in syphilis in rabbits.

Cure of the rabbit has been demonstrated repeatedly by negative
lymph-node transfers, despite the use of different experimental techniques.'63
There is evidence to indicate that, when challenged by graded doses of
inoculum-heterologous or homologous T. pallidum-resistance is found
to what is now usually considered reinfection. Such resistance is greater
for homologous than for heterologous strains of T. pallidum.88 This resist-
ance to reinfection also becomes greater the greater the duration of the
infection before definitive treatment.9 Finally, although inoculation after
treatment of early syphilis in the rabbit is often followed by symptomatic
reinfection, as the disease progresses towards latency the tendency for the
rabbit to react symptomatically to challenge decreases. Thus, when treat-
ment is given after the animal has attained latency, reinfection, if it results
at all, is usually asymptomatic.9 Similar observations have been made in
man through careful studies of the fate of syphilitic individuals and their
sexual partners in regard to the dates of probable exposure to infection.
There is indication that reinfection becomes less common the later in the
course of the disease the original treatment is given.7 Epidemiological
studies of sexual partners showed that reinfection can take place with
heterologous or homologous strains in man. It was also shown that reinfec-
tion can take place regardless of the serological titre, and that the lesion of
reinfection may be in the same location as the original lesion. Finally,
there appeared to be no clinical differences between the chancres or second-
ary eruptions of the first and second infections.

Although doubt does exist in some quarters as to the ultimate curability
of syphilis, review of national statistics rather than of individual case
histories reveals that in the United Kingdom 95 and the USA 151, 156 the
introduction of treatment measures-first arsenic and bismuth and then
penicillin-has been followed by significant reductions, first in the number
of newly-born babies with congenital syphilis and later in the number of
people with syphilitic mental disease. It is, however, difficult to assess the
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exact part played by treatment, since the declines observed occurred
simultaneously with a return to normal social and economic conditions
after periods of war and disorder.

Serological studies

While clinical attempts to determine the nature of the infection antedated
the serological discoveries, the development by Wassermann of the test
bearing his name made possible the beginning of studies aimed at both
diagnosis of disease and the determination of patient progress and possible
cure; studies to elucidate the mechanism of immunity and response to
infection also became possible.

Wassermann, Neisser & Bruck 164 believed the complement-fixation
test to be a true antigen-antibody reaction. But the discovery that alcoholic
extracts of normal organs could be used as antigen 76, 92 gave rise to doubt
as to the specific nature of the reaction. Since then, several explanations
of the nature of the reagin and of the serological tests for syphilis have
been proposed, following different avenues of approach.

The most obvious has been that of investigating the antigenic nature
of T. pallidum and of morphologically similar avirulent spirochaetes such as
the Reiter strain.27 Antigenic similarities and differences have been shown
by comparing T. pallidum with culture strains. The experiments may be
summarized by the statement that T. pallidum may contain a mosaic of
antigens just as do, for instance, the Salmonellae.159' 160 In the studies with
cultured spirochaetes, the obvious goal was to secure an antigen which would
be more specific than the lipoidal tissue antigens. It must be stated, how-
ever, that to date none of the cultured spirochaetal antigens has come into
general use in the conventional serological tests for syphilis. The more
recent successes resulting from the current ability to prepare T. pallidum for
true antigen use in serological testing will be discussed later.

Investigation of the nature of the reacting substance in the tissue extracts
as used in the Wassermann reaction led finally to the isolation, by Pang-
born,"17 of cardiolipin, a phospholipid active only in combination with
lecithin. Substances similar to cardiolipin have been found in many vege-
tables, and antigens have actually been prepared from wheat embryo and
from the soya bean.43 84, 134, 153-155 In general, antigens of cardiolipin,
cholesterol, and lecithin have been found to be much more specific than the
crude lipoidal tissue extracts. They give fewer false-positive results when
prepared so as to have sensitivity equal to that of a comparable lipoidal
antigen.'73 The cardiolipin and lecithin components must always be checked
both chemically and serologically for purity and reactivity before they are
used in cardiolipin antigens for serological testing.

In the course of years leading up to the final isolation of cardiolipin, the
serological test based upon either the Wassermann principle of complement
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fixation or upon flocculation, was the object of intensive study, both theore-
tical and practical. The original objective was to develop a test which would
be sensitive enough to pick up evidence of infection both early and late in
syphilis and yet not be reactive in non-syphilitic states. This objective
has in recent years been somewhat extended since specific serological tests
are now interpreted as including those resulting from infection with T.
pertenue and T. carateum (in yaws and pinta) as well as with T. pallidum.

Providing information upon which serological testing programmes could
be practically based, the League of Nations Health Organization played an
extremely important role in evaluating serological procedures internatio-
nally. The international serodiagnostic laboratory conferences of 1923,78
1928,79 and 1930 80 made possible for the first time an unbiased, co-operative
study of the performance of a large group of test procedures and modifica-
tions, and resulted in the definition of the potentialities of various test
procedures, some of which then became generally accepted in many
countries. The pattern set by the League was, in general, followed in some
countries, for instance, the USA and Japan. National serological evaluation
conferences were held in the USA in 1934 and 1941 and did much to cut
down the multiplicity of test procedures used and to bring about greater
uniformity of test performance and usage.24 118 The resulting National
Serologic Evaluation Programme, now carried out yearly, has led to a high
degree of uniformity and reproducibility of results between national labo-
ratories in the USA.

In several countries, uniformity in testing procedure has been fostered
by the publication of national manuals on serological techniques, and by
central production or purchase of antigen for distribution to major labo-
ratories or by the setting-up of minimum requirements for technical pro-
cedures and laboratories.

While the World Health Organization had originally intended to
continue international serological standardization work on the basis of the
pattern established by the Health Section of the League of Nations-
namely, the holding of international serological laboratory conferences-it
was subsequently decided that a more fundamental approach would be
attempted. Through preliminary work by members of the WHO Expert
Advisory Panel on Serology and Laboratory Aspects, it was found feasible
to establish various international reference preparations; thus by action of
the expert committees on serology and laboratory aspects and on biological
standardization of WHO,'69-173 such preparations of cardiolipin and beef-
heart and egg lecithins were established in 1951. Leading national labora-
tories can now obtain these on request from the Statens Seruminstitut in
Copenhagen. This enables all national and other serological laboratories to
standardize their own antigen preparations. It is foreseen that periodic renewal
of these international reference preparations will be necessary as their stabi-
lity is limited in time even under good conditions. Following preparatory
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investigations, co-ordinated by WHO between leading laboratories, the
value of freeze-dried reactive sera in the serological testing programme was
demonstrated in 1950-3, and work is also currently under way for the estab-
lishment of international reference preparations of freeze-dried reactive
sera from syphilitic donors, against which national laboratories can assay
quantitatively the serological tests in the treponematoses.

International serological reference centres established by WHO also
assist in making for greater uniformity of reagents and testing procedures.
The first of these centres was established in Copenhagen in 1950 and another
is planned in Chamblee, Ga., USA, for 1954.

Quantitative serological techniques have received considerable emphasis
in recent years. Such techniques have been used in some laboratories for
more than 30 years. But it was only after the introduction of penicillin in
syphilotherapy that there was any real and widespread appreciation of the
necessity of using quantitative serological testing. This is necessary in order
to follow satisfactorily the post-treatment course of the infection in the
individual patient, and is especially important in the therapy of early syphilis.
With quantitative readings it is possible to follow the progress of the patient
almost without regard to which test procedure is used, so long as the same
one is kept to throughout and provided that adequate technical skill is
maintained. The general pattern of fall in titre following therapy, or return
to seronegativity, is essentially the same whatever the test procedure used.
Most variations in sensitivity and false positivity result from individual
differences both in the patient and in test procedures rather than from
fundamental underlying differences in the process being tested for the
behaviour of reagin.25

Reference has already been made to the fact that the development of
cardiolipin has given the serologist the opportunity to prepare antigens of
relatively well-known chemical composition. Cardiolipin has been used to
prepare antigens for many of the older test procedures, and several new
procedures have been specifically developed to take advantage of the pro-
perties of these antigens. In addition to the advantage of known composi-
tion, cardiolipin antigens have shown, in general, a decreased tendency to
false positivity (when sensitivity is maintained at a constant level). It must be
kept in mind that, in spite of this increased specificity, these antigens indicate
only the presence of reagin or related compounds which are found not only
in persons suffering from the treponematoses but sometimes also in healthy
persons and those with diseases other than the treponematoses. Thus, the
problem of false positivity remains, although it has to some extent been
reduced in importance by the use of cardiolipin antigens and the extension
of the definition of positive reactions to include the other treponematoses.
Nevertheless, the introduction of cardiolipin antigens and the knowledge
accumulated in recent years may facilitate the selection by public-health
laboratories of better techniques for routine use which will provide optimum
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serological performance within the limits of the laboratory budget and
available personnel. It is the view of the present authors that it is more
useful for a public-health laboratory to use existing personnel to undertake
a single, well-performed test on a large number of samples, with both quan-
titative and qualitative techniques and with an optimum specificity and
sensitivity, than to attempt to carry out, as a matter of routine, a battery
of two, three, or several tests on a considerably smaller number of samples
in the hope of thus being able to obtain a slightly higher degree of sensitivity
or specificity. The latter course can, as a rule, only be followed by sharply
reducing the capacity of the laboratory and the number of samples that can
be tested with the existing budget.

In the quest for increased specificity of procedures for testing for reagin,
Neurath et al.112 161,162 have demonstrated the presence of inhibitor
substances in normal human serum which rather selectively inhibit the sero-
logical activity of the reacting gamma-globulin fraction of the biologically
false-positive sera. While theoretically interesting, it is a complex procedure
which has not been found practical for routine clinical purposes.

Kahn has put forward the theory that, in the normal individual, wear
and tear causes liberation of lipid antigens from the tissues. These lipids
cause, through a process of auto-immunization, the appearance in the serum
of antibodies which react with lipid antigens. Different lipid patterns are
said to be produced in different pathological conditions, including syphilis.
He has proposed a method for testing sera with different antigen-saline
combinations to observe the pattern of precipitation by which he states it is
possible to distinguish syphilitic from other types of reagin.67 While this
again is of theoretical interest, the procedure has not found widespread use.

In spite of the great advances made in studies of reagin and in the
empirical development of tests for reagin which form the laboratory basis
of diagnosis in clinical and public-health practice, it has not been possible
to explain satisfactorily, by reagin behaviour alone, many of the observed
phenomena of syphilis. Recent investigations and discoveries in regard to
agglutinating and immobilizing antibodies in the serum have, however,
added to our knowledge.

Experiments on the direct action of syphilitic serum on T. pallidum
were first performed shortly after the discovery of this micro-organism as
the causative agent of syphilis. Using treponemes taken from human
primary and secondary lesions, agglutination phenomena were reported,
but the observations were not continued for more than five hours; the
tendency to spontaneous agglutination of the treponemes was not taken
into account, and the experiments were carried out under conditions which
are now known to be extremely deleterious to T. pallidum. Eberson 39 iS
believed to be the first to have observed protective properties in syphilitic
sera, and his observation was subsequently confirmed by Tani and co-
workers 136, 138 in demonstrating the presence of protective antibodies in
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the serum. The latter investigator also demonstrated in 1940 the presence
of agglutinating antibodies.'35 Tani's work has been confirmed by a
number of investigators and is the basis for several agglutinating techniques
which are now under intensive investigation, particularly by McLeod &
Magnuson,98 Hardy & Hollander,59 and Cain.19 An international inter-
laboratory evaluation of the agglutination phenomenon is currently being
carried out under the auspices of WHO and the International Trepone-
matosis Laboratory Center. Turner 144 published conclusive experiments
in 1939 showing that the serum of the syphilitic rabbit contained protective
substances, and a significant development took place in 1949 with the
demonstration by Nelson & Mayer 111 of the immobilization phenomenon
(TPI test), from which work has also developed the observation of the
immune-adherence phenomenon in 1950.109, 110

It has been proved that the agglutinating, immobilizing, and immune-
adherence substances are different from reagin, that they are antibodies
formed in response to infection with virulent T. pallidum, and that the
property of T. pallidum immobilization is highly specific for syphilis. In
spite of the technical difficulties associated with its performance, the TPI test
has been found useful in differentiating between true and false positivity
(as shown by the lipoidal test procedures), and has provided a means of
establishing with a greater degree of certainty the limits of specificity of
the various lipoidal and cardiolipin antigens."4

Some 40 laboratories in different parts of the world are currently
participating in a co-operative study of the TPI test organized by WHO.
Information on techniques and results is exchanged between laboratories,
and at intervals quantitative testing of a common control serum is carried out.

The investigation of the immobilizing and agglutinating antibodies has
opened new avenues of investigation of the problems of treponematosis
immunity in animal and man. Evidence is available that the TPI antibody
may be an indicator of immunity; 146 but it does not, under present circum-
stances, offer an absolute measure of immunity or lack thereof.48' 89, 97
It should be noted that the quantitative aspects of the TPI technique are
not yet standardized. The reproducibility of the test is not absolute, so
that attempts to relate immobilizing antibody to immunity or to stage of
disease with respect to titre have as yet been not entirely conclusive.

It has been indicated that reagin, immobilizing, immune-adherence, and
agglutinating antibodies are all formed in response to infection with
T. pallidum, and that the rate and sequence of its formation appear to Le
variable, being apparently related to a number of factors, including indi-
vidual patient differences and the levels of sensitivity of the procedures
used. In general it can be said that the tests for reagin become positive
before the TPI test, which does not become uniformly positive until latency
has been reached. The tests for reagin, on the other hand, are almost all
positive by the time the patient reaches the secondary stage (fig. 4). Follow-
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FIG. 4. REAGIN TITRES IN UNTREATED EXPERIMENTAL SYPHILIS
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ing treatment for primary or secondary syphilis, reagin probably disappears
more rapidly than the immobilizing antibody. While as yet little is known
about the disappearance of immobilizing antibody after treatment, there
is evidence to suggest that if treatment is not started until latency or later
there may never be disappearance of immobilizing antibody, even though
reagin may disappear. Many unknowns remain in regard to the gradual
reduction of the titre of reagin and immobilizing antibody after treatment
in the different stages of syphilis. Evidence is accumulating to suggest that
differences in patterns of return to negativity will be found when comparing
reagin and immobilizing antibody (S. Olansky-personal communication,
1954).

The patterns of behaviour of the specific treponemal antibodies have
still to be worked out. It is probable that persistence of immobilizing
antibody after adequate therapy cannot be considered as evidence of persist-
ence of infection. While there is uncertainty as to the significance of
persistence, it is certain that in some cases the finding of immobilizing
antibody in the face of an absence of reagin gives the clinician the opportu-
nity to make a retrospective diagnosis of syphilis and perhaps to relate a
given clinical state to syphilis. On the other hand, the finding of a negative
TPI test and a positive serological reaction after treatment does not neces-
sarily signify that the patient did not have syphilis, particularly primary
or secondary, when treatment was given. The interpretation of the signific-
ance of the TPI test is well summarized by Durel 34 and Beerman,14 and
elucidation of some of the remaining problems in syphilis with the assistance
of this test is to be expected. In the meantime, its most important use to
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the clinician is in the assistance it can give in diagnosis of a case where
the presence of reagin has been demonstrated and where the question
arises as to whether the positivity results from one of the treponematoses
or from some other disease.

Recent work relating presence of collagen disease to a false positive
serological reaction points to the importance of being able to rule out the
presence of syphilis so as to ensure proper management of the patient.'04' 105

In conclusion, it may be stated that in response to infection with
T. pallidum the body reacts both clinically and serologically. The serological
response makes possible testing for presence of syphilitic infection by
using serological techniques which indicate the presence of reagin. While
reagin may be a true antibody, it is found in man in association with
numerous diseases other than the treponemal diseases. In spite of the
lack of specificity, tests for reagin using lipoidal, and later cardiolipin,
antigens have proved highly satisfactory in making diagnoses and in fol-
lowing the course of treated syphilis. It is probably fair to state that when
quantitation is available any one of the well standardized and properly
performed serological tests in widespread use today will give highly useful
results. The problem then becomes one of selecting the procedure that
gives the most information, that is the most specific and sensitive, and
that is the least costly.

There has recently been development of tests for agglutinating, immune-
adherence, and treponemal immobilizing antibodies. The latter have a
high degree of specificity and may have an impact on studies of the patho-
genesis of the disease and of immunity. The many problems of immunity
in syphilis, and of relapse and reinfection, are still under discussion.
However, it can be said, in general, that syphilis is an infection in which
immunity develops slowly, and in which that immunity after either drug-
induced or spontaneous cure is not absolute but relative to the immune
mechanisms of the individual patient, and to the strain of treponeme, the
size of inoculum, and the route of challenge.

While this section summarizes briefly some of the current concepts and
problems of immunity in syphilis, it is anticipated that a human-inoculation
study soon to be reported by the Public Health Service in the USA may
add considerably to the solution of some of the remaining problems.

2. THE PRESENT STATUS OF PENICILLIN THERAPY
IN VENEREAL SYPHILIS

Principles of Follow-Up and Control of Patients

Penicillin therapy in syphilis differs from the classical treatment with
arsenicals and bismuth in that with intensive penicillin treatment it is
possible to administer curative doses within a very short period of time,
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whereas it was inherent in the nature of the arsenic and bismuth treatment
that it could only be administered in subcurative doses over a long period.
These two treatment forms must therefore differently affect the immune
state and its development in the infected individual when administered
early in the disease.

Intensive treatment of the early infection such as is now possible with
penicillin will kill all the treponemes during the period of administration,
thus preventing further stimulation of the immunity mechanism, which, if
undisturbed, would result in true immunity. Metal chemotherapy with
series of individual subcurative doses of arsenicals and bismuth, given at
periodic intervals, will not eradicate the treponemes until some undeter-
mined later date, and, in all instances where a very large number of trepo-
nemes are present-such as in secondary syphilis or late seropositive primary
syphilis-this will permit the development of a non-reactive state of the skin
and mucous membranes. The experience with this form of therapy was
therefore that reinfections with early lesions were extremely rare. Their
true frequency cannot be measured with certainty because the suppressive
nature of the treatment regimen would also have to be taken into account.

When, for instance, it is postulated that reinfections can only be accepted
as such if they occur two years or more after the first infection and that all
evidence of the first infection should have disappeared, this reflects to some
extent the very nature of metal chemotherapy. Criteria such as the necessity
for the second chancre to have a different localization from the first and
only permitting the second infection to be recognized as a reinfection if it
took the form of a seronegative primary infection, were purely arbitrary,
and most were remnants from the mercury era when relapsing chancres
were common. After the penicillin type of treatment had become available
-killing all treponemes and curing the early infection within a few days or
weeks-it became increasingly clear that these classical criteria for relapse
and reinfection were no longer applicable.'03

If the treatment cures the patient rapidly, reinfection may very well take
place while the serological tests are still positive and even while remains of
the initial lesions are still present. It is obvious that a reinfection super-
imposed on the remains of old secondary lesions cannot be distinguished
from a relapse. It would, however, appear that a new primary lesion appear-
ing after treatment could be a second infection at a time when fading
darkfield-negative secondary lesions were still present and the serological
test had shown decreasing titres.

New criteria have therefore been explored by investigators relying on
penicillin in the treatment of syphilis. Schamberg & Steiger 129 have drawn
attention to the fact that the clinical symptoms usually preceded the sero-
logical response in patients whom they on other grounds considered
reinfected. Similar clinical and serological response to identical treatment
of the two infections was thought by these investigators to indicate that the
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second series of clinical manifestations had been a second infection. Finally,
the existence of a sexual contact with infectious lesions was considered to
add to the likelihood that the second infection was not a relapse but a true
reinfection.

It is, however, apparent that these criteria alone are insufficient and
unable by themselves to serve as proof of reinfection. Statistical studies
of " treatment failures " have, however, produced evidence for the greater
prevalence of reinfections after the introduction of penicillin treatment.99
The reasoning underlying these studies is the following:

Since penicillin treatment is completed in a very short time, many
re-treatments will occur if the original treatment is inadequate, and, as
penicillin is eliminated from the patient very shortly after the termination of
the treatment, relapses necessitating re-treatment will mainly occur during the
first year after the original treatment. On the other hand, if the treatment
is adequate, few re-treatments will be motivated by relapse, but many more
may be caused by reinfections. If two widely differing dosage schedules
(high and low) are given to two groups of patients, it may be assumed that
the higher dosages will cure many more patients than the lower, although
the latter will have a relative but lesser degree of success. Re-treatment after
the lower dosages will therefore be due both to treatment failures and to
reinfections. If the treatment failures are apt to occur-as assumed-within
the first 12 months after therapy and if the reinfections occur at an even rate
throughout, both during the first 12 months and later, then a low dosage
schedule will result in many re-treatments during the first 12 months after
therapy but relatively few " re-treatments " during the subsequent months.
The higher dosage schedule, on the other hand, will cure more patients and
result in few relapses, but the relapses will still occur within a comparatively
short time after therapy, say 12 months; and reinfection of the patients
cured will be possible at any time after therapy.

Thus, if comparable groups of patients (with respect to stage of disease,
syphilis in the environment, sexual habits, etc.) are treated with a large and
small dosage schedule of penicillin, and it is subsequently found that the
re-treatment rate during the first 12 months after the small dosage schedule
is many times higher than after the large dosage, whereas the later re-
treatment rates are practically identical after both, then this can best be
explained by the assumption that 12 months after treatment most " failures "
are reinfections. This was in fact confirmed in a planned study of the case
material of two clinics in Texas and Chicago, using very nearly the same
treatment schedules of low and high dosage (see table IV). The low dosage
schedules resulted in many re-treatments during the first nine months in both
clinics-namely, 21% and 16%-and the large dosage schedules in few
re-treatments-9%. Nine months later there was, however, no difference in
re-treatment rates between the high and the low dosage schedules, the in-
creases in the percentages being approximately the same. This was the
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TABLE IV. RELAPSES AND REINFECTIONS IN EARLY SYPHILIS
WITH DIFFERENT TREATMENT SCHEDULES

Increase in
Penicillin Percentage Percentage re-treatment
dosage re-treated re-treated rate during
schedule at 9 months at 18 months last 9 months

Texas series of patients

0.3 million units 21 28 7

4.8 million units 9 14 5

Chicago series of patients

0.6 million units. 16 20.5 4.5

4.8 million units 9 13 4

result to be expected if the working hypothesis underlying this study was
correct-namely, that re-treatment subsequent to the first post-treatment
year is mainly caused by reinfections.

Further data in support of the view that there is more frequent reinfection
after penicillin therapy than after metal chemotherapy have been furnished
by Magnuson,90 who has shown that subcurative doses of penicillin given
over a prolonged period of time gave rise to greater immunity to reinocula-
tion than intensive treatment given during a short period of time immedi-
ately after the appearance of the infection.

The greater frequency of reinfection after penicillin treatment of early
syphilis has certain implications for the follow-up and control of the treated
patients. A reappearance of clinical symptoms after treatment requires
epidemiological investigation of possible infectious contacts and examination
of these contacts as well as of the marital partner. Reinfection of sex
partners after treatment has been brought about by consorts retransferring
the infection they themselves originally gave (" ping-pong" syphilis).'31 As
already stated, if a primary lesion appears before the serological test becomes
positive or if clinical symptoms appear before an increase in titre occurs, the
possibility of a reinfection must be carefully considered. Asymptomatic
reinfection may also occur, particularly in patients treated for secondary
syphilis which has persisted for some time; a positive serological test or an
increase in a formerly declining titre would result. It will, of course, often
be very difficult to diagnose asymptomatic reinfection, but investigations of
contacts of patients who have so-called serorelapses very often lead to the
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diagnosis of early infectious syphilis in these contacts. Such investigations
are therefore of great value from the point of view of public-health admi-
nistration and communicable-disease control.

It should, however, be considered that asymptomatic reinfection may not
necessarily always be a proof of cure of the first infection, contrary to what
has been maintained by some investigators.16 If the first infection has been
treated very early, no refractory state of the skin may have developed, and
the very few surviving treponemes may not have multiplied sufficiently to
produce such a state before the invasion of a large second inoculum of
treponemes resulting from a new exposure. In cases where the serological
test becomes positive before the reappearance of clinical symptoms or where
these symptoms are preceded by an increase in reagin titre, the patient
suffers from a relapse of the disease.

The relapses after penicillin treatment do, as a rule, occur early in the
disease-usually between four and nine months after treatment. In a study
of 967 patients with secondary syphilis, most of whom were followed for
approximately 38 months, 50% of re-treatments took place before nine
months and 80% before 18 months.'1 In this study no effort was made to
distinguish between relapses and reinfections. It is logical from the fore-
going that in most investigations of penicillin treatment of early syphilis
both relapses and reinfections should have been grouped together under
" treatment failures"' or " re-treatments ". From the therapeutic and
prognostic points of view, the differentiation between these conditions
is not really important. But since reinfection of a patient will justify
epidemiological investigations in addition to treatment of the patient
(this may also be the case for clinical relapses), the possibility of reinfection
should be kept in mind when a rise in reagin titre occurs or when new
clinical manifestations are observed after penicillin treatment. The follow-
ing conditions would favour a diagnosis of reinfection: (a) if the patient
has had adequate treatment early in the course of the disease; (b) if clinical
symptoms appear before the rise of the reagin titre; or (c) if the patient is
able to indicate a possible source of infection which may, on examination,
show infectious lesions.

A relapse is possible when (a) the patient has a rise in titre before
clinical symptoms, or (b) he has received inadequate treatment. It does not
seem that a low titre persisting over a protracted period of time necessarily
means an active focus. Relapses do not occur more often in such patients
than in patients who reach negativity more rapidly, nor does the risk of
late complications appear to be greater.140

Even if the original treatment was inadequate many treponemes will
have been killed. The surviving ones may be insufficient to act as a stimulus
for a continual immunization of the host during a period of time. For some
time, therefore, the host will behave towards the treponemes as a previously
non-infected individual. But when they have multiplied sufficiently a
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symptomatic relapse may eventually occur. Here lies the basis for distin-
guishing between an unsuccessful attempt to cure with intensive peni-
cillin treatment of short duration and unsuccessful suppressive metal
chemotherapy of long duration; the latter is continued for so long that
the skin may acquire a non-reactive state through the stimulus from the
still-present treponemes. The relapse following metal chemotherapy there-
fore appears relatively late in the infection as a serological relapse, as
asymptomatic or symptomatic neurosyphilis, or as some other late mani-
festation; while, following inadequate penicillin therapy, relapses will
occur as early manifestations, which are more readily diagnosed and at a
time when the infection is still amenable to cure.

An investigation of 16,150 patients seems to indicate that important
conclusions on clinical relapse can be drawn from the behaviour of the
serological titre during the first 12 months after treatment.62 Patients with
seronegative primary syphilis whose blood tests remained negative for a
period of 12 months after therapy, and patients with early syphilis who
became negative after treatment and showed a persistently negative serolo-
gical test for the following 12 months, very rarely relapsed. The chance
of a relapse was, on the other hand, great if the titre remained unchanged
during the first. six months following therapy or if the titre of a weak-
positive reaction began to increase or a negative test became positive.

A rising titre or reversal from negative to positive does not only presage
cutaneous relapses but is also very commonly a sign of asymptomatic or
early symptomatic neurosyphilis. Spinal-fluid examinations should there-
fore always be carried out if negative tests revert to positive or if an increase
in titre occurs. It was previously considered that examination of the spinal
fluid should be carried out at least once after therapy, and if only once,
then at the end of the fourth year.106' 125 Present opinion, however, recom-
mends that if only one such examination is feasible it should preferably be
made some time between one and two years after treatment is given.29 174
Our present knowledge seems to indicate that a patient whose spinal
fluid is negative four or five years after the infection has a very small chance
indeed of developing late cerebrospinal syphilis.81' 174

The above considerations will also clarify the indications for re-treatment,
which are:

(1) clinical symptoms of relapse or reinfection;
(2) rise of serological reagin titre at any one time during the treatment

(asymptomatic reinfection or serorelapse); or
(3) persistent serological reagin titres after six to 12 months.
If the reagin titre rises or if a high titre persists, careful clinical exami-

nation should always be made before re-treatment is started; in particular,
the spinal fluid should be examined.

Following treatment of late and late latent syphilis, the serological
reactions are of less importance for the evaluation of the result of treatment
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than is the case in early syphilis. " Seroresistance " after adequate treatment
of late and late latent syphilis is so frequent that hardly more than 20%-30%
of the patients will become seronegative after five years. The rate of
attainment of seronegativity depends in part upon the levels of sensitivity
of the test being used.23 Positive serological reactions may, as already
stated, not necessarily mean an active syphilitic process, but antibody may
continue to be produced for some time, depending upon the duration of
the untreated infection. One may, however, see a certain drop in the reagin
titre after treatment, and quantitative serological tests will therefore also
be useful in the prognosis of the treatment of late syphilis.68

In late and late latent syphilis prognosis is also better if the reagin
titre is low at the beginning of treatment. On the other hand, there is
usually a more marked initial fall in titre if the original titre is high.
Generally speaking, five serological patterns can be discerned after penicillin
treatment of latent syphilis:

1. The titres may fall and the reactions remain negative.
2. After an initial fall, which may be marked, seronegativity is finally

reached, but the titres may thereafter fluctuate between negative and weakly
positive reactions over a period of time.

3. The titres may first fall and then persist at a low level without
reaching seronegativity.

4. The fluctuations may be more marked without the reactions ever
reaching negativity.

5. The titre may show little or no change after treatment. In general,
the lower the titre at treatment, the less pronounced will be the magnitude
of fall in titre.

A single rise in the titre during the follow-up and control may therefore
not necessarily be important, but a continued rise over a period of two or
three months or a persistently high reagin titre might be interpreted as
indicating continued activity of the infection and necessitating re-treatment.
In practice, the follow-up and control of the late or late latent syphilitic
patient should be arranged in such a manner that monthly quantitative
serological tests are carried out over the first six months after treatment,
in order to determine the trend of the reagin titres; subsequently, yearly
serological and clinical control is required. The clinical examination aims
first and foremost at the discovery of progression of symptoms or determina-
tion of whether the condition has been arrested or new manifestations
have appeared. Careful medical examination is obviously necessary. The
control of late syphilis should last for the rest of the patient's life, adjusted
to the individual circumstances and the character of the special complica-
tions found.

As was indicated earlier no special laboratory methods can yet
establish, immediately after penicillin treatment, whether treponemes
are still surviving in the body. The Treponema pallidum immobilization
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test does not appear to yield information additional to that given by
serological reagin tests but of course represents in other connexions an
important addition to our diagnostic armoury. It is too early to draw
conclusions as to the extent to which the promising Treponema agglutina-
tion technique-on which much work has been carried out recently 19, 59, 98, 137
-will be useful in this regard. Careful after-control with the usual clinical
and laboratory methods is therefore absolutely necessary for the time
being.

The excellent patient-physician relationship which was inherent in the
long arsenic and bismuth treatment created a basis for a proper under-
standing by the patient of the necessity for after-control and follow-up.
It is, however, understandable that the shorter penicillin treatment will
much more easily make the patient forget his infection, and the importance
of the disease; control and follow-up activities have therefore become
somewhat of a problem. It must be the task of the physician, even more
than before, to stimulate the patient's understanding and interest for this
important part of the treatment programme. Advantage should also be
taken of the services of public-health nurses and social workers available
in the community in an epidemiological effort to find contacts of infectious
cases. The more the reservoir of infection is reduced, the greater must
such efforts be if the disease is truly to come under control.

Treatment of Manifest Infection

Early syphilis

The definition of early syphilis conventionally comprises primary sero-
negative and seropositive syphilis, secondary syphilis, and early latent
syphilis, that is, clinical symptomless seropositive syphilis before the
expiration of the second year. (In American practice, early latent syphilis
is considered to extend over the first four years.) Strictly speaking, early
syphilis also includes the preprimary stage of the infection. The treatment
of syphilis in the incubation period offers, however, special epidemiological
and other problems which will be dealt with separately later.

In early manifest syphilis special considerations arise from the fact
that the treponemes multiply rapidly and that the production of antibodies
in the host is increasing at the same time. The treponemacidal effect of a
given penicillin dose bears a relationship to the number of treponemes
present in the host. Even very small penicillin doses are curative in sero-
negative primary syphilis; but such very small doses of penicillin will
result in relapses if used in seropositive primary and secondary syphilis,
where a much larger number of treponemes is present in the host. An
ncreased dosage of penicillin shows a corresponding improvement of results
in these conditions. In a series of patients with seropositive early syphilis,
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the relapse rate fell from 12.8% to 6.5% when the dosage was increased
from 1.2 million to 2.4 million units of PAM and was further reduced to
2.5% when the dosage was increased to 4.8 million units.4 The longer
the duration of the infection or the higher the serological titre before
treatment, the longer is the time required before the host can eliminate
the reagins, as has been previously pointed out. As penicillin does not
affect the actual elimination of reagin, doses beyond those required to kill
all the treponemes present in the host will not improve the serological
results in early syphilis. Dosages of 4.8-6.0 million units of PAM are,
however, necessary in view of the fact that the foundation for late manifesta-
tions of syphilis may be laid early in the infection, when many treponemes
circulate in the blood. The majority of spinal-fluid changes occurring during
the primary and secondary periods become normal without any special
therapy. It has been found that approximately 4.8 million units of PAM are
required for the remainder.12 Recently, electrocardiographic changes have
been demonstrated to be more common in patients with early syphilis than in
normal persons.41 Although these changes were not marked, they improved
under penicillin therapy. There is no basis for assuming that the observed
changes in the bundle or the myocardium are precursors of cardiovascular
syphilis.

Since the results of penicillin treatment are dependent upon the time
at which that treatment is commenced, it would appear logical to grade
the total dosage in accordance with the stage of the disease. However,
this is not always possible in the individual case, since the immunobiological
development may be further advanced and the number of treponemes present
may be larger than the symptoms suggest. A patient in the primary sero-
positive stage may thus be very close to a secondary eruption and would
require more penicillin to make the treatment adequate. A dosage which
covers the different stages of the disease in early syphilis will therefore give
a larger safety margin. The investigation mentioned earlier and reported
on by Willcox (see page 579) shows that such a safety margin is taken into
account by venereologists in nearly 80% of clinics, and venereologists
participating in this survey used a total dosage of 4.8-6.0 million units of
PAM in all stages of early syphilis. Generally, 600,000 units of PAM
daily or every second day were used. Many venereologists, for epidemio-
logical reasons, commence treatment with the injection of large doses
of 1.2 million or 2.4 million units of PAM, given intramuscularly in two
or four depots, as recommended by the WHO. Expert Committee on Venereal
Infections and Treponematoses. This will ensure a relatively high proportion
of cures should the patient default from further treatment. This " calculated
risk" principle is also the basis for the approach in the internationally-
assisted mass campaigns against the treponematoses in underdeveloped
rural areas. Experience has shown that neither the clinical nor the
serological results will improve in the individual patient by the use of
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higher doses than 4.8-6.0 million units of PAM, although there is a
tendency among physicians in some European and other countries to
use higher doses. The investigation by WHO referred to earlier showed
examples of excessive penicillin treatment of early syphilis, with admi-
nistration of 20 million and 36 million units of penicillin.

Tables V and VI give examples of acceptable treatment schedules with
PAM in primary and secondary syphilis recommended by WHO.174

TABLE V. SPECIMEN TREATMENT-SCHEDULES WITH PAM
IN PRIMARY SYPHILIS

Million units of PAM to be given on the following days

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ic 11 12 13

- 1.2

0.6

0.6 - 0.6

i- 0.6 -

0.3

- 0.6

0.3 0.3

0.3 - 0.3

- 0.3 -

TABLE VI. SPECIMEN TREATMENT-SCHEDULES WITH PAM
IN SECONDARY SYPHILIS

Million units of PAM to be given on the following days

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

4.8

2.4 2.4

2.4 1.2 1.2

2.4 - 1.2 - 1.2

2.4 - - 1.2

2.4 - - 1.2

2.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

2.4 - 0.6 - 0.6

2.4 - _ 0.6 -

2.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

2.4 - 0.3 - 0.3 -

1.2

- - 1.2

0.6 0.6

0.6 - - 0.6 -

u. u.j u.

0.3 - 0.3 - 0.3

2.4

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

0.6

0.3

0.6

0.6

0.30.3

0.3 0.3 0.3

1 2 3

0.6

'~0.3 - 0.3
II

- 0.3
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It will be seen that lower dosages have been recommended for primary
syphilis. This is in order to conserve penicillin in clinics where the drug is
not freely available-as is the case in many underdeveloped areas-but
it is based on the assumption that adequate diagnostic facilities (darkfield-
examination and serum tests) are available. It will also be noted that
these schedules comprise a series of divisions of the total dosage, with
individual injections given at different intervals. The purpose of this is to
suggest that from the point of view of the efficacy of PAM treatment no
difference is to be expected between the schedules, but that the selection of
regimen depends rather on practical circumstances for the clinic, the
physician, and the patient. In all instances, however, a large initial epide-
miological, or " public-health ", dose is recommended.

The indications for re-treatment of early syphilis with penicillin have
already been discussed, and it need only be mentioned again that reinfections
or relapses are not resistant to re-treatment with penicillin, but that a
somewhat intensified schedule is often used in such cases.

Latent syphilis

Health control in special population groups, examinations of pregnant
women, and other mass examinations will not usually reveal clinical symp-
toms of syphilis in the seropositive individuals encountered. Recent selective
mass-testing programmes by the Public Health Service in the USA indicate
that the ratio of cases of primary and secondary syphilis to the total sero-
positivity in a selected population was 3.6 to 1,000, while the corresponding
ratio in selected population groups in India was 110 to 1,000.26

According to experience in the USA, roughly half of those found sero-
positive are in need of antisyphilis therapy as a result of having had inade-
quate or no previous treatment. In other investigations in Sweden (M. Tottie
-personal communication, 1952), it was found that among 55,000 seafarers,
2% had positive serological reactions, and more than half of these did not
know of previous clinical signs of infection. Such findings give rise to special
epidemiological, diagnostic, and therapeutic problems which require careful
evaluation by the practising physician and the medical officer of health.
Repeated serological tests and, in certain instances, treponemal immobili-
zation and agglutination tests, exact medical history, and a careful clinical
examination are required, both in order to evaluate the possibility of non-
specific serological reactions and in order to establish the final diagnosis with
reasonable certainty. They are necessary also for the following reasons:

1. If clinical signs or changes in the spinal fluid can be demonstrated,
there is no longer any question of latent syphilis; but the prognosis and the
treatment will differ according to whether there is symptomatic syphilis
or asymptomatic neurosyphilis.
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2. If the medical history and the examination indicate that the infection
is of less than two years' duration, it is possible that the disease is asymp-
tomatic early (early latent syphilis). This means that the infection from an
epidemiological, therapeutic, and prognostic viewpoint may be considered
and treated like other cases of early syphilis.

3. The importance of establishing that the serological reaction is non-
specific in origin is probably fully as important as establishing the presence
of syphilis, for determination of the etiology of the false positive reaction
may give early indication of the presence of one of the " collagen group
of diseases, such as disseminated lupus erythematosus.105

Clinical experience and control of untreated syphilitics indicate that
approximately 25% of latent cases progress and give clinical manifestations
later in life.17 As compared with an adequate control group, untreated
latent syphilis results in approximately a 17% decrease in life expectancy.133
By antisyphilis treatment of the patients, this proportion can probably be
reduced to 5% or less.103 Experience indicates that penicillin in such patients
is as effective as was arsenic and bismuth, even if it has not been possible to
follow the penicillin-treated patients for as long as many clinicians would like.
Pathological spinal fluids have not been demonstrated in the few patients
followed for as long as 10 years after penicillin treatment of early syphilis.
This suggests that penicillin is capable of preventing the development of
neurosyphilis. Altshuler's material is particularly remarkable.6 This
includes 5,600 cases of early syphilis treated with penicillin and controlled
after four years. Only 0.1% of the patients had pathological spinal-fluid
findings after four years. These patients were treated very early during the
second World War with amorphous penicillin and with dosages which
today would perhaps be considered by many as inadequate.

The curative effect of penicillin in early cardiovascular syphilis also
speaks in favour of the possibility that this complication can be prevented.
In latent syphilis of pregnant women there is definite experience that
congenital syphilis in the offspring can be prevented if adequate treatment
is given.

After treatment of latent syphilis, the serological reactions will behave
in accordance with the immunobiological state which has developed. That
is, the reactions will be affected only to a limited extent, as was discussed on
page 533. In this connexion, mention may be made of a rather extensive and
exact investigation of latent syphilitics treated with arsenic and bismuth,
where 70%-80% of the patients had positive reactions five years after the
treatment and where 50% still had positive seroreactions after 10 years.33
As has previously been indicated, "resistant" seroreactions in latent syphi-
lis do not necessarily mean that the disease is still active, and there is
no reason to expect that penicillin should give much better results than
arsenic and bismuth when it comes to " negativization " of seroreactions.
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In order to evaluate the most appropriate treatment in latent syphilis
the following points must be taken into account:

1. Amelioration of serological results sometimes cannot be achieved
beyond a certain point ; " seroresistance " after adequate treatment is
believed not to represent a greater risk, of late complications than sero-
negativity, and little can be achieved in drawing out the treatment over a
long period of time in the hope that the serological reaction will become
negative.

2. The objective of penicillin treatment is to kill such treponemes as
may be latent somewhere in the host. There are probably many fewer
treponemes in the host after the immunity processes have developed than
during the early stages of the infection. The therapeutic effect of penicillin
should therefore be better in latent than in early syphilis.8 This is brought
out by the observation in animal experiments that the same penicillin dose
will give a three-times-higher true-cure rate in latent syphilis than in early
syphilis. This observation therefore supports the contention that drawn-out,
excessive treatment is unnecessary in latent syphilis.

3. On the other hand, the necessity for a certain safety margin should
also be kept in mind in latent syphilis. The possibility that undiscovered
syphilitic foci may persist in the host and that the circulating penicillin has
difficulty in penetrating into such foci (tissue reaction, encapsulation of the
focus, etc.) cannot be ignored.

4. Recent analysis of the autopsy findings in the first 20 years of a study
of the course of untreated syphilis made by the Public Health Service in
the USA suggests the importance of treating latent syphilis regardless of
the age of the patient. Up to 1953, 40%-60% of the group of untreated
patients who had come to autopsy showed gross or microscopic evidence of
syphilitic cardiovascular involvement.

5. The cerebrospinal fluid should be examined before treatment of
latent syphilis is undertaken, as asymptomatic neurosyphilis during the
latent stage is very often a precursor of late syphilis of the central nervous
system and therefore requires intensive treatment.

As regards dosages in latent syphilis, most investigators recommend a
total dose of 6.0 million units of PAM divided into single doses of 600,000
units given daily or every second or third day. The duration of the treatment
is usually from two to three weeks.

Long-term studies of the outcome of penicillin-treated latent syphilis
have still to be completed. However, a study covering six years of penicillin
experience has been reported and shows a slow fall in serological titre after
treatment and lack of development of manifestations of cardiovascular or
central nervous system syphilis during that period.23
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When this material is compared with the first six years of the long-term
observations on the outcome of latent syphilis treated with metal chemo-
therapy in the prison population studies of B. I. Kaplan (personal commu-
nication, 1954) a striking similarity is observed between the two groups.

Late manifestations

Manifestations of late syphilis are so manifold in their localization and
type that a generalized treatment scheme could not possibly cover all types
of cases. It is necessary to establish an exact diagnosis to begin with and
to make up one's mind in regard to the dosage and what can be expected
from the treatment. A medical examination including the central nervous
system (spinal-fluid examination) and cardiovascular system should be
made before treatment, even in the most " benign " forms.

It is characteristic of the late manifestations that they are destructive
in nature, and the final result of treatment depends upon the extent of the
damage to vital tissue. In this connexion, the localization of the lesions is
significant. A healed gumma on the leg may leave a scar of little importance,
while a process in the central nervous system could make the patient an
invalid for the rest of his life even if the process is healed. It is clear from
the medical literature that more and more physicians are of the opinion
that the mode of action and the non-toxic characteristics of penicillin make
it the drug of choice in these conditions also, particularly since the patients
are usually elderly and already weakened by the disease.

The late syphilitic manifestations of the skin, mucous menbranes, and
bones react very well to penicillin treatment. The same applies to gummata
in the internal organs as well as to syphilis of the liver. One must not
expect the manifestations to disappear immediately following penicillin
treatment. The healing takes time, usually from one to two months and
often longer. In general, approximately 6 million units of PAM are
used in benign forms of late syphilis, with 600,000 units given daily or every
second or third day. Herxheimer's reaction is rare in these manifestations.
The possibility of rapid healing with scar formation after intensive treatment
(therapeutic paradox) has, however, led some investigators to initiate the
treatment with bismuth when gummata in the internal organs are diagnosed.

Penicillin has gradually become accepted in the treatment of syphilitic
heart disease. Its non-toxicity and the possibility of giving adequate treat-
ment over a short period of time have here, as elsewhere in syphilotherapy,
a great advantage compared to metal chemotherapy. It is, however,
difficult to evaluate the effect of penicillin in cardiovascular conditions for
two reasons.

First, the cases comprise all stages of this condition, from both a patho-
logical and a symptomatological point of view. Even if there is reason to
believe that penicillin can arrest the syphilitic process in the heart and vessels,
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it cannot be expected that the damaged tissues can be repaired. Uncom-
plicated aortitis will obviously have a better prognosis than will have an
advanced aortic aneurism.

Secondly, the work-load of the heart is important for the prognosis in
syphilitic cardiovascular disease as in cardiac conditions of other etiology.
Factors such as the cardiac reserve, the age, and the profession of the patient
will consequently be of importance in all stages of cardiovascular syphilis.
Penicillin treatment is more effective before the occurrence of subjective
symptoms, and apparently less so as the disease progresses. The syphilitic
processes in the heart and aorta should therefore be diagnosed as soon as
possible, and a careful examination is therefore necessary. The progression
from the first subjective symptoms to the serious decompensated conditions
may also very often take place rather rapidly. Even if the diagnosis of the
early stages of the syphilitic cardiovascular condition is difficult and un-
certain, and while one previously hesitated to expose patients with such
a condition to drawn-out toxic metal chemotherapy before the indications
were certain, these considerations have become less valid since the intro-
duction of penicillin treatment.
A total dose of 6-9 million units of PAM, with single injections of 600,000

units during two to five weeks, is the normal schedule in cardiovascular and
aortic syphilis. Higher doses may sometimes be considered.

During the first years after the introduction of penicillin in syphilitic
cardiovascular disease, there was some discussion as to what extent Herx-
heimer's reaction or therapeutic paradox necessitated initial treatment with
potassium iodide, bismuth, or small doses of penicillin. While the tendency
at that time was towards caution, it now appears that the ordinary doses of
penicillin can be given without the risk of such complications. Beerman 15

found that Herxheimer's reaction was uncommon in cardiovascular syphilis,
and there does not seem to be any relationship between the therapeutic dose
and the severity of the reaction. One-tenth of the dose of penicillin which
is necessary to render early lesions darkfield-negative may cause Herx-
heimer's reaction. In cardiovascular syphilis as in other forms of late syphilis
reversal of serological reactions cannot generally be expected. Cardio-
vascular syphilis is often complicated with neurosyphilis, and in cases where
the serological titre is high or persistent after treatment this point should be
kept in mind, as it should in cases where Herxheimer's reaction is observed.

It was previously believed that penicillin could not pass from the blood-
stream into the cerebrospinal fluid and that it could not act on the syphilitic
process unless injected intrathecally. Later experience has shown, however,
that in meningeal inflammation penicillin is present over a period of time
in the cerebrospinal fluid after intramuscular injections. Intrathecal
injections are therefore not required. The procedure may even be harmful
and dangerous. The pathological changes in the cerebrospinal fluid in
neurosyphilis disappear after intramuscular penicillin therapy. The cell
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count first becomes normal and then follows the normalization of the protein
values, while abnormal colloidal reactions and the positive Wassermann
reaction are the last to disappear.

The changes in the cerebrospinal fluid reflect the pathological processes
within the brain and the spinal cord. The return to normal is an indication
of cure. The changes in the capabilities of the brain and spinal cord resulting
from loss of specific tissue will, however, not disappear even if the therapy
has been successful. Symptoms due to these defects may therefore continue
to exist even in well-treated patients.

Penicillin is considered less dangerous and at least as effective as malaria
and other fever therapy in neurosyphilis. The effectiveness of penicillin
in neurosyphilis is now held to surpass that of metal chemotherapy, including
the pentavalent arsenicals.31, 46, 121 For reasons already stated it is also
better tolerated by the patient.

The frequency with which Herxheimer's reaction occurs after penicillin
therapy is judged differently by different investigators. Some observe few
such reactions, others have reported dangerous reactions, especially in
general paralysis and primary optic atrophy. Many prefer to begin the
treatment of primary optic atrophy with malaria and then continue with
penicillin.

It is generally agreed that: (1) the best results of treatment of cerebro-
spinal syphilis are obtained when penicillin is used early during the syphilitic
invasion of the central nervous system ; and (2) an objective criterion
for the arrest of the syphilitic process is desirable. The clinical condition
cannot serve as a guide for improvement. Experience has shown that changes
in the cerebrospinal fluid reflect accurately the syphilitic inflammation in
the central nervous system. An examination of the cerebrospinal fluid
will therefore serve as a valuable guide both for early recognition of cerebro-
spinal syphilitic disease and for an evaluation of the results of treatment.

The central nervous system is invaded by treponemes early in the course
of the infection, probably at the same time as the generalized infection of
the tissues takes place in the primary and secondary stage. At this stage
the treponemes are in most instances killed by the defensive immunity
processes of the host, by the antisyphilitic treatment, or by both. In cases
where the treponemes survive, lesions may sometimes result which can be
recognized clinically only years later. However, the spinal fluid will in
these cases show pathological findings before clinical symptoms are recog-
nized. It is widely believed that whenever the central nervous system is
affected, the spinal fluid will show pathological findings within four years
after the infection. If the spinal fluid is negative at that time there is very
little chance indeed that the patient will subsequently develop neurosyphilis.
A number of investigators now consider that this time limit can be advanced
considerably-up to two years after the infection. Spinal-fluid examinations
should therefore be carried out in all syphilitics, whether treated or not, and
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regardless of apparent neurological symptoms. By such examinations it is
possible to diagnose neurosyphilis very early in its asymptomatic stage, at
a time when the prognosis is good and complete healing without clinical
sequelae may result.

In the parenchymatous and degenerative forms of neurosyphilis, clinical
symptoms may express active processes as well as sequelae ; the result of
clinical examinations will therefore not necessarily establish whether the
syphilitic process has been arrested.

The first change in the spinal fluid in early neurosyphilis is an increase
of the protein values and the cell counts. This indicates that a general
inflammatory process takes place. As the specific nature of this process
is manifesting itself, the reagin reactions and the colloidal reactions will
become positive. Under treatment, a healing of the process will first and
foremost manifest itself rapidly by the cell count and the protein values
becoming normal, while it will take longer before the colloidal and sero-
logical reactions become negative.

By controlling the cell count and the protein values and through titration
of reagin reactions in the spinal fluid, a quantitative expression of the
improvement is obtained. Dattner et al.,30 who have introduced a now
widely accepted formula as a basis for evaluating spinal-fluid findings,
characterize the fluid as inactive if the cell count is normal, even if a positive
specific reagin reaction with low titre persists. Their opinion is that if an
inactive spinal fluid has been obtained through penicillin treatment, the
syphilitic process may be considered as arrested and re-treatment is useless
and unnecessary, regardless of clinical symptoms. On the other hand,
high cell-counts, or an increase in the cell counts following normal findings,
point to reactivation of the syphilitic processes. This is indication for
further treatment, even if no clinical symptoms of progression can be
demonstrated.

Experience with penicillin treatment in different forms of neurosyphilis
indicates that most relapses will appear within the first year after the
treatment. In other words, if the spinal fluid has been inactive for a year,
there is good hope that the process has been healed. Dattner et al. therefore
lay great stress on the importance of the examination of the spinal fluid
when it comes to the after-control of neurosyphilitics treated with penicillin.
This view is steadily gaining ground against the school of thought which
feels that more weight should be put on the clinical status of the patient in
the evaluation of results.

The total dosage of penicillin used in neurosyphilis is approximately
9 million units of PAM, divided into 600,000 units every second day. By
re-treatment, the dosage is sometimes increased up to 15 million units
and in special cases a total dosage of 20-30 million units is given.

Spinal-fluid examinations in penicillin-treated neurosyphilis should be
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undertaken every third or fourth month during the first year, once during
the next year, and then once yearly for some years.

Penicillin treatment has, generally speaking, not changed the prognosis
in syphilitic optic atrophy. In spite of the most active penicillin treatment,
this condition often progresses to blindness. However, it appears that it
is possible to prevent the degeneration if treatment is instituted before
important damage to the optic nerve has taken place. Malaria treatment
has in the past given good results ; the effect depends largely upon how
much of the visual acuity and of the visual fields has already been lost.
Since the process progresses rapidly, there is little time to lose; but a great
deal can be gained by applying active therapy as soon as the diagnosis has
been established. Many consider that initial treatment with bismuth is a waste
of time, and that it might be more useful to begin with large penicillin
doses in order to obtain a rapid effect and subsequently to use malaria.
The total PAM dosage used is 4.8-6.0 million units. If the decline in vision
has been arrested for 12 months there should be reasonable hope of pre-
serving the remaining eyesight.

The therapy of neurosyphilis may necessitate the use of non-specific
treatment and various supplementary procedures, which lie outside the
scope of this article.

Syphilis in pregnancy and congenital syphilis
The advantages of penicillin treatment over arsenic and bismuth are

important in prenatal syphilis, since penicillin is non-toxic for the mother
and the foetus and the treatment can be completed in a short period of
time. The chances of a syphilitic mother's having a non-syphilitic child
following penicillin treatment are as good as or better than those following
metal chemotherapy, and the treatment of syphilis with penicillin alone
during pregnancy is now recognized practically everywhere as the method
of choice.51 64

When the mother has an established syphilitic infection before preg-
nancy-as is most frequently the case-the treponemes are not trans-
mitted from the mother to the foetus until approximately the fourth month
of pregnancy. Theoretically, it would be logical to treat the pregnant
syphilitic woman in the mid-trimester in order fully to utilize the preventive
effect of the circulating penicillin during this period. In practice, however,
treatment should commence as soon as the diagnosis has been established.
Investigations have shown that adequate penicillin concentrations can be
obtained in the circulatory system of the foetus after injection of PAM
in the mother. In a large proportion of cases a good result can be obtained
even if penicillin is given as late as the last week of the pregnancy.

The duration of the infection is also of considerable importance for the
outcome of untreated syphilis in pregnancy. While women with early
syphilis will infect the foetus in 80% of cases, the danger of transmitting
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syphilis will decrease as the infection becomes older. After four years'
duration, the risk of an infected woman's delivering a syphilitic child is
approximately 2OO0. It is also possible that repeated pregnancies as a
biological function may favourably affect the course of the disease.

The total dose of penicillin applied in syphilis in pregnancy is usually
4.8-6.0 million units PAM. Generally, 600,000 units are given every second
or third day. If treatment is given late in pregnancy the total dose should
be given rapidly-for instance, 600,000 units daily; or, if the delivery is
shortly to take place, 2.4 million units in one injection, followed by 1.2
million units, or 600,000 units at one or several days' interval. This proce-
dure would also be useful if the patient lives far away from a physician or
public-health nurse.

To the practising physician who has no possibility of consulting a
specialist, two questions are of particular interest:

1. Should treatment with penicillin be repeated during pregnancy ?
2. Should a syphilitic woman undergo penicillin treatment at each

subsequent pregnancy ?

The answers to these questions depend on the possibility of regular
medical control after the treatment, and the main principles for after-
control and re-treatment are the same for syphilis in pregnancy as for
syphilis in general.

The patient should be examined clinically and serologically with quan-
titative tests every month following treatment. If no clinical manifestations
are found and if the reagin titre drops gradually, there is no reason for re-
treatment, even if the serological reactions are still positive. On the other
hand, clinical relapse, reinfection, or an unsatisfactory trend of the reagin
titre represent indication for re-treatment with penicillin.

In countries where geographical and other factors will not allow sys-
tematic control of syphilitic mothers or where distances to laboratories
make serological control impossible, the unborn child should always be
suspected of having syphilis. Under such circumstances it is logical to
adopt the principle that treatment should be repeated in the last trimester
of the pregnancy (a) when the mother has early syphilis (of shorter dura-
tion than two to three years); (b) when the mother has not had any treat-
ment since the last pregnancy; (c) when the husband or partner of the
pregnant woman shows signs of syphilis acquired after her treatment; or
(d) if syphilitic infection in the husband or partner is discovered through
epidemiological investigation in the family.

It has been shown by several investigators that the danger of bearing
a syphilitic child is very small if the woman has been adequately treated
with penicillin before pregnancy. The danger is further reduced if the
infection is more than four years old. However, syphilis should under all
circumstances be suspected in the unborn child, and only under the following
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conditions should treatment be withheld in a subsequent pregnancy of a
syphilitic woman: (a) if the woman has received adequate treatment pre-
viously; (b) if the last born child did not show any signs of syphilis; (c) if
the serological reactions either are or remain negative during pregnancy,
or if the reagin titre is low (this applying in late syphilis); (d) if the woman
is under regular medical supervision and control; or (e) if there are no
clinical signs of relapse or reinfection.

If the mother cannot be placed under routine control or is lapsing from
control, it is advisable under all circumstances to give further penicillin
treatment in new pregnancy.

The following situations may be encountered after birth

1. The child is born with clinical signs of syphilis. Penicillin treatment
should then be instituted as soon as possible, regardless of the results of
the serological reactions.

2. The child is born without clinical signs of syphilis, and the serological
reactions are positive at birth. This does not necessarily mean that the child
has syphilis if the mother has received adequate treatment during pregnancy.
Reagins can be transferred passively from the mother to the foetus through
the placentary circulation. This probably takes place most frequently when
the mother has a late syphilitic infection which is " seroresistant ". The
treatment of the mother may also take place so late in pregnancy that the
foetus has been infected in utero and has been cured prenatally although
reagins may still remain. Newborn children with passively transferred
reagins will have a lower reagin titre than the mother, and the reagins
transferred will, in most instances, be eliminated from the serum of the child
within two months after delivery. If the mother has been adequately treated,
the child need not be treated immediately; but the clinical as well as the
serological picture should be followed. The serological control should, of
course, be based on a quantitative technique. A drop in reagin titre may
indicate that the reagin was passively transferred. However, this may also
happen in a syphilitic infant, but an increase in the reagin titre will then
occur when clinical symptoms appear. In the latter instance the child's
ability to produce reagin has not been fully developed at birth, and the
reagin circulating during the first two or three months of extra-uterine life
has therefore been transferred in utero; but this will disappear by the end
of the third month, to be replaced by reagin produced by the child
itself.'13 The reagins passing from mother to child do, rather constantly,
react much more strongly in the complement-fixation test than in the Kahn
and especially the Meinicke tests. It has been suggested that the reagin
passing through the placenta is a monovalent antibody in analogy with what
is known about passively transferred Rhesus antibody.'26 A rise in reagin
titre is always an indication that the child should be treated. If it is not
possible to undertake regular control examinations, the child should be
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considered syphilitic and treatment be instituted immediately. In addition,
X-ray changes showing osteitis in the long bones can well be indicative of
a syphilitic infection in utero.

3. The child is born without clinical signs of syphilis, and the serological
reactions are negative at birth. In most instances where the mother has
received adequate treatment this means that the child is well. But if the
child has been infected very late in pregnancy, it may take some time before
the serological reactions become positive. Insufficient or inadequate
prenatal treatment can prolong this period.

Under these circumstances a single blood-test after birth is not sufficient
to appraise the result of prenatal penicillin treatment. It is necessary to
have a long observation period with repeated quantitative serological tests.
Views are divided as to how long the control should last ; while many hold
that six months after birth is sufficient, other investigators feel that the
postnatal control should last longer-from one to two years.

Congenital syphilis

The infectious lesions in congenitally syphilitic children are usually
limited to the first year of extra-uterine life and are rarely seen after six
months. A non-reacting state of the skin develops and this condition is
maintained during the toddler period. Gummatous lesions may, however,
occur during childhood and adolescence.

The reagin eventually disappears in the course of congenital syphilis.
Macfarlane 83 found the following distribution of seropositive and sero-
negative tests: 90%O of congenitally syphilitic children under 10 years of
age have a positive reaction, 66% between 11 and 20 years of age, only
55% between 21 and 30 years of age, and only 15% after the thirtieth year.

It is clear from the literature that penicillin now almost completely
dominates the treatment of early congenital syphilis. The superiority of
penicillin and the excellent durable effect of the treatment continue to be
confirmed by new observations. Penicillin preparations with repository
effect (e.g., PAM) are particularly suitable for the treatment of small
children because of the few injections necessary to obtain an effective
penicillinaemia of sufficient duration to cure the disease. The clinical
result is first and foremost dependent upon the condition of the child at
birth, and it must be considered that marasmic children may die whether
they are treated for their syphilitic infection or not, although the mortality
has been reduced by penicillin treatment for syphilis. There appears to be
no indication why the treatment with penicillin should be initiated with
small doses for fear of possible fatality resulting from Herxheimer's reaction.
On the contrary, many investigators hold that the usual penicillin doses,
regulated in accordance with the weight of the child, should be given as
soon as possible in order to arrest the infection. In addition, general
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paediatric care and treatment will obviously be necessary to help a syphilitic
infant over the critical period.

The serological result will depend on how long after birth treatment
was instituted. During the first six months it can be expected that close to
100% of infants will become seronegative after treatment; in the second
half of the year, approximately 90%. This percentage will decrease rapidly
after the second year. The total dosage in the penicillin treatment of syphilis
in infants is usually from 150,000 to 250,000 units of PAM per kg of body-
weight daily or every second day. The after-control should last as long as
in acquired early syphilis and should be undertaken monthly during the
first year, and in three six-monthly examinations over the next two years
(both clinically and with quantitative serological tests). If possible, such
children ought also to be examined once or twice during school age.

In syphilis congenita tarda, the serological reactions are affected by
penicillin to the same limited extent as in acquired late syphilis. A positive
serological reaction after adequate penicillin treatment can therefore not
be taken as an expression of an active infection, if the clinical examination
or the spinal-fluid findings do not show any sign of activity. The clinical
manifestations which syphilis congenita tarda has in common with acquired
syphilis are gummata and periostitis, which react well to treatment. Juvenile
neurosyphilis has a similar response and should be subjected to the same
after-control ; it also has a similar prognosis to neurosyphilis in adults.
On the other hand, the results are not very good in the treatment of
manifestations peculiar to syphilis congenita tarda. In eighth-nerve deafness,
it appears that penicillin can to some extent arrest the progression of
the condition, but reduced hearing cannot be restored. The effect of
penicillin on the prevention of palatal and other deformities has not
been described. In parenchymatous keratitis, the pathogenesis is not
clearly understood. There is evidence suggesting that T. pallidum does not
penetrate into the cornea.72 While arsenicals diffuse into the cornea, they
are without effect in parenchymatous keratitis, although such preparations
are effective in trypanosome infections of the dog cornea. Parenchymatous
keratitis may recur at intervals of many years. It benefits from fever therapy.
(The stress produced by the fever might stimulate adrenal cortical activity.)
Cortisone has given encouraging results on topical application.'0 63, 83
The effectiveness of cortisone therapy is an argument in favour of the
allergic nature of parenchymatous keratitis. This hormonal substance will
suppress the inflammatory process and reduce vascularization with a pain-
reducing and soothing effect on the acute symptoms. If cortisone is used
early, the fibrosis can be prevented to a certain extent, while scars cannot
be affected once they have occurred. ACTH and cortisone are not trepone-
macidal or curative and the effect on the cornea will last only as long as
they have contact with the tissues. They cannot prevent relapses or prevent
the other eye from being attacked. But in calming the process, they can
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prevent damage of the cornea, which may make it possible for penicillin
to be more effective; combined treatment is therefore logical. Hormone
treatment should last two to four months and should be given locally in the
form of drops or salves. Cortisone treatment has definitely improved the
prognosis in this serious complication.

Penicillin treatment in syphilis congenita tarda otherwise follows lines
similar to those in late acquired syphilis. One should, as soon as possible
after the age of two years, increase the dosages to 4.8-6.0 million units of
PAM.

Treatment of Incubating Syphilis and Contacts

Eagle 38 has shown that the treponemacidal effect of penicillin is directly
dependent on the number of treponemes present in the host. Animal
inoculation and treatment in the incubation period demonstrated that the
penicillinaemia required to protect against manifest symptoms had to be
prolonged as the number of treponemes inoculated increased. In addition,
the later the penicillin treatment was commenced in the incubation period
the longer the penicillinaemia had to be prolonged to be effective. When
the number of treponemes was increased 100 times, the abortive dose of
penicillin required quadrupling. By inoculation of a given number of
treponemes, no increase in the abortive dose was necessary over the first
four days after the inoculation. After two weeks, however, the penicillin
dose had to be increased seven to 10 times If the treatment was postponed
for six weeks, the dose had to be increased 30 to 50 times. A similar pattern
is also discernible in early syphilis in man. Lower penicillin doses are
required to abort the infection during the incubation period than to cure
cases with early symptoms, and considerably lower doses of PAM are
required to cure early seronegative primary syphilis than to cure sero-
positive primary infection ; higher doses are required for secondary
syphilis.

These observations raise practical questions for the physician, the
specialist, and medical officer of health: what standpoint should be adopted
regarding abortive (" preventive ") treatment of incubating syphilis; and,
particularly, what doses are necessary, and how long should the control
of the patient last after treatment ?

Experience has shown that doses of 100,000 units of PAM intramuscu-
larly, which may be sufficient to cure acute gonorrhoea, in some instances
will not abort a simultaneously acquired syphilitic infection. Such small
doses may, however, have a suppressive effect on the infection and can
prolong the incubation period. On the other hand, 300,000 units of PAM
in one injection are sufficient to cure most cases of early seronegative
primary syphilis,175 and it is therefore probable that in incubation syphilis
the failures with this dose are progressively fewer the earlier in the incuba-
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tion period the treatment is instituted. If the doses are increased, the
results will be better. In 69 persons who had had contact with individuals
with early infectious lesions and who were treated with 600,000 units of
PAM in the incubation period only three persons developed syphilitic
symptoms later on (4.3%). In a control group of 77 persons similarly
exposed, but in which no penicillin treatment was given in the incubation
period, syphilis developed in 14 instances (18.1%). In another series,
256 persons had exposed themselves to infectious lesions and were treated
with 900,000 units of penicillin in oil beeswax (POB), with or without
arsenoxide and bismuth. The control group consisted of 363 persons
similarly exposed but who had received no treatment in the incubation
period.3 The " biological chance " of acquiring venereal syphilis by exposure
to infectious lesions taken into account, the conclusions in these investiga-
tions were that 900,000 units of POB alone yield practically full protection
against the development of manifest infection, while two-thirds of the
exposed who do not receive abortive treatment will develop syphilis.

In these investigations, no distinction was made between treatment
early or late in the incubation period, and 900,000 units of POB would
therefore appear to give good protection, provided the treatment is instituted
in the incubation period. In practice, however, it is often difficult to define
the exposure date accurately; the incubation period may vary somewhat
and the infection may be closer to the clinical stage than the information
of the patient indicates. Furthermore, if one cannot demonstrate the pre-
sence of primary chancre, this is not a guarantee that the patient, immuno-
biologically speaking, is in the incubation period. There is also the pos-
sibility that the chancre may not develop at all (" syphilis d'emblee ").
A certain safety margin is therefore desirable, and abortive schedules should
take into account the minimum requirements for curative penicillin treat-
ment of primary syphilis (i.e., 1.2 million units of PAM). Some may even
consider that these cases should be treated as secondary syphilis-namely,
with a minimum of 2.4 million units of PAM. On the other hand, if there
is certainty that the infection is one to four days old (i.e., since the exposure),
600,000 units of PAM may give full protection. As is always the case in
penicillin treatment of syphilis, the patient should be carefully examined,
clinically and serologically, before treatment.

Abortive treatment of syphilis is applied in the preclinical (preprimary)
stage of the disease and thus represents treatment of a subclinical infection.
As has already been mentioned, in many instances there may be only a
difference of a few days deciding whether the treatment is abortive or
" therapeutic ". Even if the patients are treated before the appearance of
clinical symptoms and positive serological reactions, they should be con-
trolled as if they had been treated for early syphilis. It is an epidemiological
fact that effective abortive treatment of persons who have been exposed to
infectious lesions will prevent the spread of the infection to others. In
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communities where syphilis has a low prevalence and is only encountered
sporadically, abortive penicillin treatment is often limited to cases where
a definite source of infection can be established and where the effect of
the treatment can be controlled; in such communities, this form of treatment
is indicated when one of the partners has manifest infectious syphilis and
it is likely that the other partner has also been infected and may reinfect
the first (" ping-pong " syphilis). In communities where the treponematoses
are major public-health problems, particularly in areas of endemic, non-
venereal syphilis in children and of yaws, a routine abortive treatment of
contacts of infectious cases represents a potent epidemiological weapon.
The non-venereal treponematoses are usually household diseases, and the
family members at risk must be treated. Wherever the infection is hyper-
endemic and the sanitary and other environmental conditions are of a low
standard, the contacts may be so defined as to include, for instance, the
particular age-groups at risk (such as toddlers and schoolchildren); or,
in order effectively to prevent relapses arising from latent cases and to
abort incubating cases, the community as a whole may be treated. Investiga-
tions made by WHO have suggested this line of approach to contact defini-
tion in some underdeveloped areas. The results obtained by this procedure
are convincing.

If there is already a prophylactic treponemacidal penicillin concentration
in the blood and tissues at the moment when treponemes are transmitted
from an infected to a non-infected person, the treponemes will be killed,
provided that the penicillinaemia is of sufficiently long duration to be
completely effective after the exposure. Since the number of treponemes
transmitted is relatively small the chances that they will all be killed are
the best possible. This opens possibilities for prophylactic or pre-exposure
use of penicillin with relatively small doses of PAM. Eagle 35 is of the
opinion that a penicillin concentration of 0.03 unit per millilitre of serum
maintained from 8 to 24 hours after exposure is effective in this respect.
Such a penicillinaemia can be obtained by injection of 300,000 units of PAM
before exposure (or by injection of suitable abortive doses after exposure).

For venereal syphilis there is a danger in such prophylactic use of PAM,
since only very few persons have sufficient knowledge of the importance
of the time-dose relationships of the penicillinaemia. The injections must
take place under the control of a physician, and this will be difficult to
arrange, quite apart from the fact that injection-prophylaxis will appear
inaesthetic and impractical to most people. Investigations in some coun-
tries, however, show that in organized brothels maintenance doses of PAM
in prostitutes at calculated intervals represent an effective epidemiological
weapon.40 50 It is possible that with the advent of benzathine penicillin G,
which results in a penicillinaemia of long duration (2-3 weeks) after small
dosages (1.2-2.4 million units), the question of preparation, dosage, and
treatment of syphilis as a whole will to some extent be revised. These
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new preparations are discussed elsewhere in this issue (page 619) where
follow-up observations up to 21 months after treatment of syphilis are
presented. Peroral preparations with some repository effects are now also
available. For instance, doses of 200,000 units of benzathine penicillin G
may result in a penicillinaemia of 0.08 unit per ml of serum for some time.166

The objections applying to prophylactic injections of PAM are also
valid for peroral tablet prophylaxis; the effectiveness of the actual penicil-
linaemia at the time of and following exposure is uncertain, and even more
individual variations in the resorption and excretion of penicillin are
encountered by peroral use than when used parenterally. While the effective-
ness of peroral penicillin prophylaxis in gonorrhoea cannot be ignored,37
many uncertainties exist in syphilis and its routine prophylactic application
against that infection cannot be advised at the present time.

There is reason to believe that in some countries there is widespread
prophylactic and abortive use (and misuse) of peroral and parenteral
penicillin, and the danger probably lies in the fact that repeated small
doses of penicillin over a long period of time represent the mechanism
whereby staphylococci, other cocci, and certain bacteria may develop
penicillin resistance. In the treponemes, however, penicillin resistance has
so far not been observed, in spite of the enormous number of individuals
who over the last 10 years have been treated with penicillin for a great
number of infections.

CONCLUSION

The experience over the last 10 years, since penicillin therapy of syphilis
was introduced, indicates that reliance on this form of therapy has rapidly
increased in all the treponematoses, and a general reorientation in syphilo-
therapy as well as in the concept of the disease has taken place. A review
of the literature during the last few years and a world-wide survey of thera-
peutic practices by leading venereologists recently carried out by WHO
show that penicillin without adjuvant therapy is considered an effective,
non-toxic form of therapy, which can be completed in most patients on an
ambulant basis at low cost.

Metal chemotherapy permitted the use of repeated subcurative doses
of arsenic and bismuth in treatment schemes used for long periods of time:
the therapy was suppressive in its character. The ever-present possibility
that treponemes might survive resulted in uncertainty and became the logical
basis for the long duration of the treatment. The introduction of penicillin
in syphilotherapy led to the development of repository preparations which
can be given in one or a few injections, resulting in a therapeutic blood
level of long duration. The treponemes can therefore in most instances be
rapidly killed with adequate doses of the antibiotic in both early and late
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syphilis. This type of treatment affects the immunobiological processes in
the early stages of the disease in a different manner from metal chemo-
therapy. In the past, therefore, the very nature of metal chemotherapy
may to some extent have affected the concept of the disease and of its
development.

Quantitative investigations in vitro and in vivo have shown that very
small doses of penicillin will kill T. pallidum and other treponemes. The
penicillin effect must be continuous and of relatively long duration; the
minimal penicillin concentration required in the blood during the treatment
period is 0.03 unit per ml of serum. The penicillin concentration in the blood
reflects the eventual tissue concentration. Such a penicillin effect can best
be obtained by the use of long-acting depot penicillin preparations, among
which procaine penicillin G in oil with aluminium monostearate (PAM)
dominates syphilotherapy at the present time. Recently, long-acting benzyl
amine penicillin salts, such as benzathine penicillin G (N,N'-dibenzyl-
ethylenediamine dipenicillin G) have been discovered which show promising
results.

The desired penicillin effect on the treponemes in syphilis can be obtained
by large single doses or by repeated smaller doses given at regulated intervals.
The therapeutic results in early syphilis do not vary demonstrably by using
the one or the other procedure. As pointed out by the WHO Expert Com-
mittee on Venereal Infections and Treponematoses, there are significant
epidemiological and public-health advantages in the treatment of early
syphilis by applying initial " insurance " dosages of 1.2 million or 2.4 million
units of PAM, particularly in itinerant patients. The effectiveness of the
treatment is also dependent upon the size of the inoculum and the number
of treponemes in the host at any given time. The clinical and serological
results of penicillin treatment are furthermore dependent upon the duration
of the infection. While 600,000-900,000 units of PAM will be sufficient to
prevent the development of incubating syphilis, the same doses will give
rise to a significant relapse-rate in the secondary stage, where a dose of
4.8-6.0 million units of PAM is the usual form of treatment. Inadequate
treatment during the incubation stage of syphilis, which could, for example,
occur during treatment of simultaneously acquired gonorrhoea, may result
in a prolonged incubation period.

The short and intensive character of the penicillin treatment, whether
it is adequate or inadequate, will determine the reaction of the host to the
treponemes.

(a) If the immunobiological processes during the early stages of the
infection have not progressed far and are abruptly arrested with an adequate
dose of penicillin, the host can react to a reinfection with the usual early
clinical symptoms or only with a rise in an already spontaneously declining
serological reagin titre. If the treatment is inadequate, the surviving tre-
ponemes will again start to multiply with a serological or clinical relapse of
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the early type, or both, as a result (surface lesions). The great majority of
such relapses occur in early syphilis within the first four to nine months after
treatment and are very rare indeed after the second year. With penicillin
treatment the few relapsing patients are therefore likely to return to the
physician within a short period of time for renewed treatment before any
late internal manifestations (cardiovascular or neurosyphilitic) occur.
However, distinction between reinfection and relapse has become more
difficult since the introduction of penicillin, and the classical criteria of
distinction can no longer be considered valid.

(b) If the immunobiological processes are further advanced before
treatment (latent or late syphilis), serological responses will not be as
marked as in early syphilis. Although the treponemes will be killed by the
penicillin, the serum reagins may be eliminated slowly with protracted falling
reagin titres; an absolute or relative seroresistance, or a constant low
quantitative titre, may be the serological outcome of treatment. A rise in
the reagin titre over two to three months or a persistence of a high titre may,
however, indicate that treponemes have survived. The discovery in recent
years of Treponema immobilizing and agglutinating antibodies in the serum
of syphilitics has added significantly to our knowledge of the immuno-
biological mechanism but has not led to the development of laboratory
techniques which will indicate the survival of treponemes in the host after
treatment.

In spite of the massive direct inoculation with treponemes which takes
place in the foetus in utero (syphilis in pregnancy), the preventive treatment
of the syphilitic mother with penicillin has given excellent results with
relatively small doses ofPAM. Treatment results in early congenital syphilis
are also very good. The symptoms which are peculiar to late congenital
syphilis (keratitis, eighth-nerve deafness, etc.) do not, however, react with
the same dramatic results. Supporting treatment of different kinds, including
ACTH and cortisone in keratitis, is helpful.

Abortive penicillin treatment of syphilis in the incubation period is
effective, but should be supervised by a physician. The use of penicillin
for prophylactic purposes, before exposure, offers very special problems.
Owing to uncertainties of absorption, and the possible development of
penicillin resistance and other factors, its peroral prophylactic use against
syphilis cannot be generally recommended.

RESUME

L'application de la penicilline au traitement de la syphilis et d'autres treponematoses
depuis une dizaine d'ann&es, s'est rapidement generalisee, en raison de la confiance
qu'elle a suscitee, et a oriente la syphilotherapie dans une voie nouvelle. D'apres les
rapports publies par des venereologues eminents dans le monde entier, et recemment
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analyses par l'OMS, la penicilline, sans therapie d'appoint, peut etre consideree comme
un remede pleinement efficace, non toxique, peu couteux et applicable A la plupart des
malades, sans hospitalisation.

La metallotherapie - A des doses qui n'assuraient pas A coup sur la destruction des
treponemes - exigeait, de ce fait, un traitement de longue duree.

Les preparations-retard de penicilline, qui peuvent etre administrees sous forme de
dose unique ou en quelques injections, assurent une penicillinemie durable. Si les doses
sont convenablement choisies, les treponemes peuvent etre tues rapidement, qu'il s'agisse
de syphilis recente ou de syphilis tardive. I1 suffit de faibles doses pour tuer Treponema
pallidum et d'autres treponemes; mais l'effet de l'antibiotique doit etre maintenu durant
un certain temps. La concentration minimale de penicilline dans le sang - qui correspond
A la concentration finale dans les tissus - durant la periode de traitement est de 0,03 unite
par ml de serum. Cet effet prolonge est realisable grace aux penicillines-retard, en particulier
le PAM (penicilline G procainee dans l'huile avec monostearate d'aluminium) qui est
aujourd'hui la preparation la mieux connue. Recemment, de nouveaux sels-retard, la
benzathine penicilline G (N,N'-dibenzylethylenediamine dipeniciHline G), ont e decouverts
et ont donne deja des resultats prometteurs. L'effet prolonge du medicament peut etre
obtenu par l'injection d'une forte dose unique ou de doses moindres injectees A intervalles
reguliers et determines. Le resultat, dans la syphilis recente, est le meme, que l'on utilise
l'une ou l'autre methode. Le traitement de la syphilis recente par des doses initiales
# de securite )) de 1,2 ou de 2,4 millions d'unites de PAM est A conseiller, surtout chez les
malades qui ne sont pas hospitalises.

L'efficacite du traitement depend aussi du nombre de treponemes presents dans l'orga-
nisme A un moment donne. Les resultats cliniques et serologiques du traitement dependent
en outre du stade de l'infection. Une dose de 600.000 - 900.000 unites de PAM, qui
suffisent A empecher le developpement de la maladie dans sa periode d'incubation, sera
impuissante A eviter les rechutes dans la syphilis secondaire - stade auquel 4,8-6 millions
d'unites sont necessaires. Un traitement insuffisant en periode d'incubation peut avoir
pour resultat de prolonger cette periode.

L'intensite et la brievete du traitement par la penicilline, selon que les doses employees
sont adequates ou inadequates, determinent les reactions de l'h6te.

Si les processus immunobiologiques qui ont pris naissance aux premiers stades de
l'infection n'ont pas encore atteint un grand developpement au moment oui ils sont
arretes brusquement par une dose therapeutique adequate de penicilline, on n'observera
pas de rechute, mais une reinfection donnera lieu aux lesions cliniques habituelles et peut-
etre A une legere augmentation du titre des reagines, par ailleurs en diminution spontanee.

Si, au contraire, le traitement est inadequat, les treponemes qui ont echappe a la
destruction par la penicilline se multiplieront et provoqueront une rechute clinique ou
serologique. Ces rechutes de syphilis recente se produisent generalement dans les 4 A
9 mois qui suivent le traitement (elles sont rares apres deux ans). Ainsi, les malades chez
lesquels ces rechutes se produisent se soumettront probablement A un nouveau traitement,
avant que les manifestations tardives internes, cardiovasculaires et nerveuses, aient eu
le temps de se produire.

Si les processus immunobiologiques sont dejA tris avances au moment du traitement
(syphilis tardive ou latente), la reponse serologique au traitement ne sera pas si marquee
que dans le cas de la syphilis recente. Bien que les treponemes aient et detruits par la
penicilline, les reagines peuvent ne disparaitre que lentement. Le resultat serologique du
traitement peut etre soit une ( seroresistance )) absolue ou relative, soit un titre de reagine
qui se maintient tris bas et constant. L'elevation du titre pendant 2-3 mois ou la persis-
tance d'un titre eleve peut indiquer que des treponemes ont surv&u. La decouverte
recente dans le serum de syphilitiques d'anticorps agglutinant ou immobilisant les
treponemes a enrichi nos connaissances sur les mecanismes immunobiologiques. Aucune
technique cependant n'a pu etre mise au point jusqu'ici, qui permettrait de deceler la
survivance de treponemes dans l'organisme, apres traitement.
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Le traitement pr6ventif des meres syphilitiques au cours de la grossesse par des doses
de PAM relativement faibles ont donne d'excellents resultats, malgre l'infection massive
du fcetus in utero. Dans la syphilis congenitale, recente, les resultats ont et6 tres bons
aussi. Les sympt6mes caracteristiques de la syphilis congenitale tardive (keratites, surdite
due a l'atteinte du nerf acoustique) ne cedent pas aussi bien A la penicilline. Divers medi-
caments d'appoint, en particulier I'ACTH et la cortisone dans les keratites sont utiles.

Le traitement abortif de la syphilis en periode d'incubation peut donner de bons
resultats, mais doit etre surveille par un medecin. L'emploi de la p6nicilline, a titre pro-
phylactique, avant l'infection, pose des problemes particuliers. L'absorption inegale du
produit et 1'6ventualite de l'apparition d'une resistance a la penicilline ne permettent pas
de recommander, de fagon generale, la penicilline par voie orale comme moyen de pro-
tection contre la syphilis.
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